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I. INTRODUCTION

Our focus is one of those uncomfortable topics, undeniably important,
yet difficult to delimit let alone analyze. Long before the dawn of the
twenty-first century, the mass media had assumed a prominent position far
exceeding the mere provision of information. The nature of the mass
media changed drastically in the twentieth century arguably with a
quantum leap occurring every twenty-five to thirty years, most notably
radio, television and the Internet. International law both as an academic
discipline and as an essential mode of diplomacy is affected by the mass
* Distinguished Professor of Political Science and International Law, Pennsylvania State
University.
** B.A., 2003, Schreyer Scholar with highest distinction, Pennsylvania State University.
J.D., University of Pittsburgh (2006), Associate at Cohen & Grigsby, P.C.
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media in myriad, complex ways. We shall examine a small slice of the
nexus between international law and the mass media. While that slice is
small, it is important and we examine it systematically.
A frequent theme among international law experts, including
professors, practitioners, students, and foreign ministry lawyers, is that the
media do not do justice to the subject of international law. The consensus
seems to be that media coverage is grossly inadequate relative to the
importance of the subject. As international lawyer Lucy Reed stated,
The American media has given short shrift to international law,
even when frontpage news raises international legal issues. No
print, broadcast, or electronic publication appears to have had an
international law beat, and coverage of international law
developments has been episodic and subordinate, insofar as such
developments are covered at all. This is true even in the legal press.
What are the structural and other causes of this lack of media
attention? How can international lawyers better interact with and
educate the media so as to encourage journalists to call upon us for
international law content in their stories?'
Ms. Reed has raised important questions, but unfortunately those questions
have not been analyzed systematically. The little published work that
exists tends to be anecdotal and often cynical. An important exception is
a recent book by Howard Friel and Richard Falk wherein they argue that
the New York Times has been grossly inept at explaining international
law.2
We have virtually no systematic or comparative3 knowledge of how
international law is handled. Exacerbating this already difficult situation
is the globalizing society in which we live. Ralph Begleiter in his lecture
on the "Media and International Affairs in the Satellite Age" stated:
The instantaneous transmission of news coverage worldwide has
dramatically changed the way policy makers and diplomats conduct
their affairs. Time for thought, for reaction to events, and for the
careful laying of policy groundwork is sharply curtailed by news

1. Lucy Reed, The Media 'sPortrayal ofInternationalLaw,95 A.S.I.L. PROC. 216 (2001).
2. HOWARD FRIEL & RICHARD FALK, THE RECORD OF THE PAPER: How THE NEW YORK
TIEs MISREPORTS US FOREIGN PoucY (2004).

3. By "comparative," we mean whether international law fares better or worse than
hundreds of other specialized areas all of which seem to bemoan the fact they are undeneported,
misunderstood, etc. by the mass media.
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images flashing across television and computer screens, and on the
front pages of newspapers. Both the public and governments jump
to conclusions."
This rapid transmission of news to the public leads to what Begleiter calls
the "CNN Effect" of international affairs.' In simple terms "it is the rapidfire volleyball style of diplomacy that has evolved in an age when
information travels instantaneously, and is absorbed quickly by both the
public and policy makers."' The rapid transmission of international news
causes governments to make quick, sometimes irrational, decisions on the
issues vital to international law. In other words, governments might be
forced to respond to events that otherwise might have gone unnoticed:
A few years later, a pro-democracy demonstration in the streets of
Beijing, which a few years earlier might have been repressed long
before it became known to the rest of the world, flared into a global
embarrassment for the Chinese Communist Government-an
embarrassment which that government is still living down. China's
Ambassador to the United States still formally protests CNN
rebroadcasts of the pictures from Tiananmen Square six years later.'
Today's world leaders are so aware of the effects of the media that they
often anticipate the media's reaction to events before policies are decided.'
Begleiter illustrated this notion by describing events in Somalia.
A White House, State Department, and Pentagon aching for a way
to extract the United States from hostilities in Somalia were
suddenly cornered into making a decision when global television
carried pictures of American troops caught in a firefight in
Mogadishu. It was only a matter of days after CNN showed pictures
of an American being dragged through the streets of the Somali
capital before The White House announced a withdrawal timetable.9

4. Ralph Begleiter, The Impact of the Media on InternationalLaw and Relations, 89
A.S.I.L. PRoc. 120, 120 (1995).
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id. at 119.
8. Id. at 120.
9. Beglieter, supranote 4, at 120.
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The media coverage of Somalia gave the White House a reason to extract
U.S. troops because the public was appalled by what they witnessed.
Media coverage can narrow the policy options available to governments.
The American public will not tolerate their troops trapped in a firefight in
an obscure foreign city.' Was possible media coverage ofthe international
law issues involved in the fighting in Somalia overwhelmed by the horrific
images of war?
Before focusing on how international law directly relates to today's
media, it is necessary to examine the broader issue of the role played by
the media. For example, Monroe Price postulated that...
a new kind of public sphere is emerging, one that, itself,
transgresses national borders and one that attaches itself to the
decision-making of global bodies or builds a transnational civic
society. The growth of the BBC World Service or CNN are initial
steps in that direction."
Cliff Zukin and Robin Snyder expressed the belief that the media are
essential in public perception, since "at all levels of interest, the media
environment was a critical variable. Clearly, Citizens learned passively,
from the simple availability of information."' 2 If Zukin and Snyder are
correct, the media, and only the media, are to be blamed if individuals
have incorrect assumptions about international law events. Citizens are not
active learners, interpreting the news and applying their own knowledge
and perspectives, but passive listeners who tend to believe whatever the
media tell them.
The balance of this Article consists of a systemic analysis of how the
mass media has reported on international law. Ideal to this analysis would
be an examination of the entire range of media, newspapers, magazines,
radio, broadcast television, cable television and the Internet, that deal with
hundreds of events reported in many languages. Our much more modest
approach focuses on thirteen major international law-related events, from
the Korean War (1950) to Camp X-Ray/Guatanamo Bay in 2002. These
events are assessed based on coverage provided in five diverse, respected
news magazines: Time, US. News & WorldReport,Newsweek, Macleans,

and the Economist. We limit ourselves to the frst two weeks of news
10. Seeid.
11. MONROE PRICE, RIGHTS OF ACCESS TO THE MEDIA 295 (Sajo Andras & Monroe Price
eds., 1996).
12. Cliff Zukin & Robin Snyder, Passive Learning: When the Media EnvironmentIs the
Message, 48 PuB. OPINION Q. 637 (1984).
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coverage following the beginning of the news event. Thus the study

provides an historical perspective with 50 years of coverage from the
vantages of Britain, Canada, and the United States.
II. THEORIES ON THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA
Although the effects of the mass media on international law seldom
have been examined, social scientists have been analyzing the mass media
for decades. Many general theories exist that may be applicable to
international law. Traditionally, many analysts believed the mass media
had either conservative or liberal biases.
The media can affect the views of the general public by choosing what
information the public will see, and by what "spin" the media will put on
this news. The idea of"thematizing" the news is pertinent to the media's
impact on international law. Instead of choosing to cover events
objectively, it is possible that the media will choose certain portions of the
events that it believes will increase their ratings. By emphasizing violent,
sensational or simple elements of international law-related events, the
media can appeal to a wider audience.
Another approach to the mass media's role suggests emphasizing
"knowledge-gaps."' 3 Price and Zaller described "recurring 'knowledgegaps' between the better-educated members of society and those who are
less educated."' 4 Is education level the major factor in an individual's
learning with the mass media reinforcing what individuals have learned
from other sources, for example, teachers, parents, and colleagues? The
dominant view seems to be that, without a receptive, well-educated public,
the media's effect may be limited.
Do the media really force their opinions on society or report the news
objectively? Especially since the mid-twentieth century, many see high
journalistic standards:
Most important here is the continuing importance of the
professional ideology ofobjectivejournalism. What is most striking
about the modem American news media, if one compares them
with the media of other historical periods or other countries, is their
commitment to a model of journalism which requires
disengagement from active political involvement and assigns to the

13. Vincent Price & John Zaller, Who Gets the News? Alternative Measures of News
Reception and Their Implicationfor Research, 57 PUB. OPINION Q. 133, 138 (1993).
14. Id.
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journalist the relatively passive role of transmitting information to
the public."5
Other scholars believe that, while in one sense coverage is objective, the
media mold opinion by "agenda setting," the "process by which problems
become salient as political issues around which policy alternatives can be
' ' In other words,
defined and support or opposition can be crystallized."16
the media set the goals of government because citizens are concerned only
with events that are reported prominently. According to Entman,
Perhaps we should amend the old phrase to read "The media do not
control what people prefer; they influence public opinion by
providing much of the information people think about and by
shaping how they think about it." Americans exercise their
idiosyncratic dispositions as they ponder the news, but the media's
selection of data makes a significant contribution to the outcome of
each person's thinking."7
Entman's theory holds that the media do not tell the people what to think,
but tell them what to be thinking about. He believes "the media do not
often set out deliberately to exercise control via omission or de-emphasis;
they tend not to control the influence their coverage exerts."' 8 This theory
seems appropriate to international law. The media do not tell the people
what to think about specific international legal events, but instead tell them
what events to be thinking about. Entman continues "one way the media
wield influence is by omitting or de-emphasizing information, by
excluding data about an altered reality that might otherwise disrupt
existing support."' 9
Research focused directly on the media and international law is rare.
Most of this work can be characterized as anecdotal and unsystematic, but
it may provide insight into our analysis. An article by Yale Professor W.
Michael Reisman makes an important point, although in a fairly narrow
context:

15. Daniel Hallin, The Media, the War in Vietnam, and PoliticalSupport: A Critiqueof the
Thesis ofan OppositionalMedia, 46 J. POL 2, 11 (1965).
16. Lutz Erbring et al., Front-PageNews and Real World Cues: A New Look at AgendaSetting by the Media, 24 AM. I. POL Sci. 17 (1980).
17. RobertM. Entman, How the MediaAffect WhatPeopleThink:An InformationProcessing
Approach, 51 J. POL. 347, 361 (1989).

18. Id at 367.
19. Id.
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When formal institutions prove unable to discharge indispensable
social tasks, functional equivalents develop. Consider the
institutional fact-gathering procedures of the international legal
system. Because they are underdeveloped or ineffective,
authoritative decision makers must depend, to an astonishing
degree, on the private media for the images that lead to provisional
characterizations of norm violation and the initiation of
international action. Even where the intelligence and invocation
functions of decision are institutionally developed and effective in
high degree, independent and vigorous media are not redundant.
Their presence and activity supplement and police official factgathering procedures. In the United States, media frequently initiate
decision by provisionally characterizing certain behavior as
improper. This latent role
of private national media is even more
20
internationally.
urgent
In response to Lucy Reed's inquiry about inattention to international law,
journalist Stuart Taylor offered several explanations including his belief
that "the reason international law is not important to the press is that it is
so rarely enforced."' Taylor discussed the invasion of Grenada in which
"the State Department justified on the basis of a vote by the International
Association of Eastern Caribbean States although the organization never
filed its constituent documents with the United Nations." Mr. Taylor's
observations, while very important as a reflection of an actual reporter,
omit an enormous amount of background and context.
Another option, suggested by Roy Gutman, was that international law
should be taught to the press so that their articles will be more accurate.
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) "should provide a moral compass,
a set of norms that enables journalists to know what they are seeing when
' He urged
they see it."23
a greater focus on the assaults of civilians-for example, in the
wars in Ethiopia-Eritrea, the Sudan, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, and
Angola. He urged international lawyers, and the ASIL, to do more
in the field in determining that war crimes are being committed-in
advance of formal tribunals--and to ensure that international

20. W. Michael Reisman, ReportingtheFactsas They areNot Known: Media Responsibility
inConcealed Human Rights Violations, 78 AM. J. INT'L L. 651 (1984).
21. Reed, supranote 1, at 216 (opinion of Stuart Taylor).
22. Id.
23. Id. at 217.
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humanitarian law becomes the lingua franca. Thereby, jurist (and
journalists) would be responding to the public's clear desire that
international humanitarian law not be flouted.24
If the media were aware of the international human rights law, would they
have provided better coverage? For example, Gutman believes that, in
reference to the war in Yugoslavia, if "journalists could have recognized
such blatant war crimes and investigated them, they could have sounded
the alarm." ' 5 Is this international law orjust public awareness of repugnant
behavior? Further, states have markedly different perceptions of
international law. As Jane Selby Borek noted in her discussion at the ASIL
Annual Meeting, there is a
difference in the perception of international law and international
institutions between the American and European publics. She
stressed that the definition of national interest is an important factor
in conditioning the governments' view of international law as it
feeds into foreign policy. There is a strong point of view in the
American public that the United States not in any way be restrained
in its international behavior, which would be giving up sovereignty,
regardless of international legal commitments.26
This observation by Borek rings especially true in the context of the U.S.led invasion of Iraq.
Il. CASE STUDIES OF THE MEDIA AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

In this section, we systematically analyze the way international law has
been reported by the mass media. Thirteen different events have been
examined, ranging from the Korean War in 1950 to Camp X-Ray in 2002.
The media used are five different news magazines: U.S. News and
WorldReport(U.S.), Time (U.S.), Newsweek (U.S.), the Economist (Great

24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Reed, supra note 1, at 217.
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Britain), and Maclean S21 (Canada). Coverage of each event was tracked
for two weeks from the day the story broke.
These five news magazines provide considerable depth and variety.
Each event has important international law components offering an array
of legal issues that can be examined from an international law perspective.
While the thirteen events are a small fraction of possibilities, they provide
a wide variety of issues over fifty years.
A. The Korean War-]950
In the Moscow Agreement of December 1945, the United States, Great
Britain, and the USSR decided "to place Korea under a five-year, fourpower trusteeship, and a Joint Soviet-American Commission was
established to work for unification of the two zones of military
' The major difficulty with this agreement was that both the
occupation."28
USSR and the United States wanted the Korean government to reflect their
own values and interests. On November 14, 1947, the U.N. General
Assembly passed a resolution recognizing Korea's "urgent and rightful
claim to independence," and called "for country-wide elections for a
National Assembly, to be held by March 31, 1948. " 29 Elections held on
May 10 went smoothly. On August 14, 1948, the Republic of Korea was
established with Syngman Rhee as President, and on September 10th, in
the north, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea was formed with

Kim Ilsung as Premier."0

27. Another issue that arose well into the research was that, although a news magazine has
been published for over fifty years, often the format and content were extremely different at its
inception, specifically for Maclean's.In 1950, Maclean'sfeatured articles on prairies, rivers, small
towns, and the cities of Canada, not coverage of international news events. In the 1960s Maclean's
began to cover international events, dispatching writers around the world. But by the mid-1960s,
Maclean'swas losing money. Two years later, it reduced its dimensions, raised its cover price, and
reverted to a monthly publishing cycle. In 1975, after some tough financial times, Maclean's
resumed publishing every two weeks, and Canada's first indigenous news magazine was born. Due
to the varying formats and publishing cycles, Maclean'smakes a comparison problematic. Instead
of omitting coverage of Maclean'sall together, thereby losing valuable material for comparisons,
coverage has been included when it has become available. Maclean's covered events from 19601975 in its monthly issues, and then after 1975 in the biweekly format of the other news magazines.
The monthly coverage in the earlier Maclean's is an exception to the two-week period of coverage
in this study, as coverage from the monthly issue of Maclean's has been included. Although the
inclusion of Maclean's causes some problems of comparability, the additional coverage is
important. See About Maclean's, May 16,2005, available at http://www.macleans.ca/contactust
article.jsp?content=2-5-523_106218_106218. (Last visited on Feb. 17, 2006.).
28. Miriam S.Farley, Crisis inKorea, 19 FAR EAsTERN SuRv. 149, 150 (1950).
29. Id.
30. Id.
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The peace created by the elections was short lived; North Korea
attacked South Korea for the purpose of creating a single nation. The U.N.
Security Council quickly passed a resolution denouncing the North Korean
attack as "a breach of peace," and calling on North Korea to withdraw its
forces to the 38th parallel."' The resolution also called on U.N. members
to "give the UN every assistance in the execution of the resolution and to
'
refrain from assistance to North Korea."32
As President Truman stated in his address shortly after U.S. entry into
the battle in Korea, "The attack upon Korea makes it plain beyond all
doubt that communism has passed beyond the use of subversion to
conquer independent nations and will now use armed invasion and war."33
The major international law issue involved was the violation of the
sovereignty of the Republic of Korea; the aggression from North Korea
was unprovoked. South Korea had the right to sustain its government
without undue interference from outside powers. The sovereignty of South
Korea was further guaranteed by the General Assembly resolution of
December 12, 1948, declaring that the South Korean government "was a
lawful government... based on elections which were a valid expression
of the free will of the electorate of that part of Korea. 3 4 This conflict was
the "first time in history an attempt at aggression had been 3firmly resisted
by international action in the name of collective security., 1
Media coverage of the beginning of the Korean War started the week
of July 7, 1950. US. News and World Report offered nineteen pages of
coverage of the Korean War during the following two weeks but never
formally discussed the international law implications of the war. The
articles touch only briefly on the United Nations dealing principally with
the need for military support. For example, the July 14th issue stated that
to start World War 1I "Russia need only overstep the limits in Korea,
challenge the U.S. and the United Nations by flinging Russian troops into
' The news magazine offered no explanation as to why
the war openly."36
the United Nations decided to become involved in the fighting. The
articles tend to concentrate on the battle between the "Communist" and the
"Democratic" worlds. One article offered the following observation, "A
stop line now is laid down by U.S. and a majority in the United Nations

31.
32.
33.
34.
(1950).

Id.at 152.
Id.
Farley, supra note 34, at 153.
Miriam S. Farley, Crisis in Korea: Second Phase, 19 FAR EASTERN SURV. 214, 218

35. Id. at 217.
36. Enemy has Big Edge-At Start, U.S. NEws & WORLD REP., July 14, 1950, at 18.
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is not to be permitted to move in Asia without
beyond which Communism
37
military resistance.",
On the other hand, Newsweek did an excellent job of outlining the
issues of international law, as well as defining the sovereignty of South
Korea.38 The headlining article, "U.S. Throws Forces Into Korean War,"
in the July 3rd issue offered an explanation of the U.N. Security Council,
which was "called into extraordinary session at Lake Success," and
"promptly declared the North Korean attack an act of aggression and
' This brief mention of the U.N.
demanded that the attackers desist."39
Security Council provided a much better explanation for the war than that
provided in U.S. News & WorldReport. In addition, the subsequent article
described the involvement of the United Nations in the Korean War:
This is overt aggression. Every previous act of Communist
aggression has had some protective coloration ...

Not only the

United States but the United Nations and all of its loyal members
are obliged to take action to deal with the aggressor. The Republic
of Korea is an independent nation. Not only that, it was brought into
being under the auspices of the United Nations.'
Overall, Newsweek has explained why the United Nations, as well as the
United States, was obligated to respond to an unprovoked act of aggression
from North Korea.
Another article in Newsweek offered an explanation of the U.N.
Security Council meeting held at Lake Success, New York and why the
Soviet seat was empty. It described a resolution American Ambassador
Ernest A. Gross introduced which "branded the invasion of South Korea
' This resolution was passed unanimously "with the
as a breach of peace. 4U
anti-Kremlin Communist nation of Yugoslavia abstaining."42 Newsweek
explained that "the resolution called for the immediate cessation of
and
hostilities, the withdrawal of North Korean forces to the 38th parallel,
3
resolution.4
the
out
carrying
in
members
all
from
every assistance

37. Showdown in the FarEast:CanAmerica HoldtheLine?,U.S. NEWS& WORLD REP., July
7, 1950, at 11.
38. Id.
39. US. Throws ForcesInto Korean War, NEWSWEEK, July 3, 1950, at 11.
40. Korea:Austria ofthe Next War?, NEWSWEEK, July 3, 1950, at 16.
41. PowderKeg Ignited by Red Match, NEWSWEEK, July 3, 1950, at 24.
42. Id.
43. Id.
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The July 10th issue of Newsweek included a small section entitled
"Rebirth of the UN, Thanks to Truman," briefly discussing the role of the
United Nations in the Korean War.
However, every nation which has accepted or endorsed the United
Nations Security Council's call for military sanctions stands
committed to the use of force against an aggressor

.

.. The

commitment is inherent of course in membership in the United
Nations. But as the experience of the old League of Nations
showed, there is a wide gap between theory and practice in
collective action against aggression."
As a major institutional actor and a guardian of international law, the role
of the United Nations is essential in understanding the dynamics behind
the Korean War. Newsweek did an excellent job of providing readers with
a clear explanation of the international law issues involved in the fight in
Korea.
Time also discussed the involvement of the United Nations in the
Korean War, although much of its coverage was geared towards domestic
matters in the United States. The lead article in the July 3, 1950, edition
stated, "although the big decisions had undeniably been made by the
President himself, they had been taken in close consultation with other
members of the U.N. Security Council... the U.S. was acting as the
Security Council's powerful police arm." The magazine took a different
approach to the international law issues surrounding the Korean War by
reprinting a sizeable portion of President Truman's address:
The Security Council of the United Nations called upon the
invading troops to cease hostilities and to withdraw to the 38th
parallel. This they have not done, but on the contrary have pressed
the attack. The Security Council called upon all members of the
United Nations to render every assistance to the United Nations in
the execution of this resolution... The attack upon Korea makes
it plain beyond all doubt that Communism has passed beyond the
use of subversion to conquer independent nations and will now use
armed invasion and war. It has defied the orders of the Security
Council of the United Nations issued to preserve international peace
and security... I know that all members of the United Nations will
44. Ernest K. Lindley, Rebirth ofthe UN., Thanks to Truman, NEWSWEE, July 10, 1950,
at 22.
45. The Nation... ChallengeAccepted, TIME, July 3, 1950, at 7.
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consider carefully the consequences of this latest aggression in
Korea in defiance of the Charter of the United Nations.'
Time also covered the U.N. Security Council meeting in New York
describing how U.S. Ambassador Ernest Gross "sharply denounced North
Korea's wholly illegal and unprovoked attack as a threat to international
peace and security."47 In addition, the article explained how the resolution
called upon all members of the United Nations "to render every assistance
to the UN in carrying out the cease-fire order."
The July 10th issue continued coverage of the Korean War, beginning
with an article that quoting President Truman as saying, "a bunch of
bandits had attacked the Republic of Korea-a government established by
the United Nations--and the Security Council had asked UN members to
suppress the bandit raid."49 In addition, Time discussed the 474th meeting
of the U.N. Security Council, which passed the U.S.-sponsored resolution.
The article stated that the "seven votes were sufficient, although the Soviet
Union later claimed that its own absence from the council table made the
action illegal." ' Overall, although Time did discuss some major
international law issues, it did so principally through quotations from
political leaders.
The Economist, in its July 1, 1950 edition, went into great detail
describing the involvement of the United Nations in the Korean conflict.
First, the article outlined the Communist party version of the events:
The Americans, by joining in, committed an act of aggression
against the people's republic of the north; they did not wait for the
Security Council's authorization and, even if they had, it would
no validity because the Russian and Chinese chairs were
have had
5
empty. 1
In another article, the Economist explained the U.N. attempts to follow
treaty law. The Security Council "started to apply Chapter VII of the
Charter-the vital chapter on action with respect to threats to the peace,

46. PlainBeyond All Doubt, TIME, July 3, 1950, at 8.
47. International... War in Asia, TIME, July 3, 1950, at 15.
48. Id.

49. The Nations ...In the Cause of Peace, TIME, July 10, 1950, at 7.
50. War in Asia... Powder & Righteousness, TIME, July 10, 1950, at 16.
51. Fifth Column Rehearsal, EcoNoMisT, July 1, 1950, at 8.
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breaches of the peace and acts of aggression." ' 2 The following explanation
provided by the Economist was by far the most detailed analysis:
In applying the military sanctions article, which is Article 42, the
Security Council is faced with the fact that this article cannot stand
alone. It depends, for proper working, on the four or five articles
that follow it and give, in vague outline, the machinery for carrying
out joint military action. Two aspects of this are especially
important: one (described in Articles 43 and 45) is the "special
agreement" between each state member and the Council, laying
down the size and nature of the forces it shall contribute. The other
(described in Articles 46 and 47) is the Military Staff Committee of
the Big Five, which should plan the use to be made of the forces in
question. This body has reappeared, but it is not yet clear what it
intends to do.53
The article discussed other U.N. Charter provisions that apply to
involvement in South Korea. Overall, the Economist did well but could
have gone further.
B. Invasion ofHungary-1956
On November 4, 1956, the Soviet Union engaged in "vigorous military
measures" to suppress "a popular Hungarian revolution. '54 The revolution
began in Budapest when members of the Hungarian Government had
requested aid from Soviet forces stationed in Hungary under the Warsaw
Pact of 1955. s" Professor Quincy Wright explained the major legal issues
involved:
Imre Nagy, who had become Prime Minister on October 24, stated
on October 30 that he had not signed this appeal, and on the same
day the Soviet Government, influenced by disturbances in Poland
as well as in Hungary, had declared that in pursuance of "the
principles of peaceful co-existence, friendship and cooperation
among all states," and because of the security of the socialist states
offered by the Warsaw Agreement, it would examine with other
socialist states the withdrawal of Soviet advisors and military forces

52. The Charter in Action, EcONOMIST, July 1, 1950, at 8.

53. Id.
54. Quincy Wright, Intervention, 1956, 51 AM. J. INT'L L. 257, 259 (1957).

55. Id.
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from the territory of those states, and that it had instructed its
military command "to withdraw the Soviet Army units from
Budapest as soon as this is recognized as necessary by the
Hungarian government.""
On November 1, after this declaration, Nagy demanded that any newly
posted Soviet troops be withdrawn, and gave notice of Hungary's
withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact." He also declared Hungarian
neutrality, and requested that Secretary General of the United Nations
place the question on the agenda of the General Assembly.5" The Nagy
government dissolved, and the new government once again requested
Soviet troops to establish order.59 The Security Council then considered a
resolution forbidding Soviet armed intervention in Hungary, a resolution
vetoed "by the Soviet Union on the claim that the matter was within the
domestic jurisdiction of Hungary."' 0 On November 4, a similar resolution
was approved by the General Assembly by a vote of 50 to 8, with 15
abstentions. 6" Moreover, on December 12, the General Assembly declared
that the "Soviet Union by using its armed force against the Hungarian
people .. .is violating the political independence of Hungary." and
condemned that "the violation of the Charter by the Soviet Government in
depriving Hungary of its liberty and independence and the Hungarian

people of the exercise of their fundamental rights."' 2
According to Quincy Wright, "aggression" as a concept in international
law has been defined as
a resort to armed force by a State when such resort has been duly
determined, by means which that State is bound to accept, to
constitute a violation of an obligation.63

But, in the Hungarian hostilities, "the Soviet Union did not accept the
General Assembly's cease-fire recommendation and was condemned for
violation" of the U.N. Charter." The term "aggression" was never used."'5
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Id.
Id. at 260.
Id.
See Wright,supra note 54.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.at 267.
Wright, supra note 54, at 268.
Id.at 269.
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In addition, the Soviet Union claimed that its invasion of Hungary "was
a domestic question for the Soviet Union and Hungary because it was
covered by the Warsaw Pact of May 14, 1955, and the request of the
Hungarian Government." The bedrock issue was whether a legitimate
Hungarian government had requested the aid of Soviet troops. The
Warsaw Pact does allow Soviet troops to be stationed in Hungary, and it
does appear that someone in the Hungarian government requested aid,
although Imre Nagy denied doing so."7 In order to be applicable, this
request must have been made by the legitimate government of Hungary,
not a puppet government.6 Surely, there was a Soviet desire to maintain
the satellite status of Hungary, "but under international law and the United
9
Nation Charter, Hungary was entitled
to sovereign equality
with all other
part of the Soviet empire.
a
not
was
and
Members"
The coverage of the invasion of Hungary by the Soviet Union began
the week of November 2, 1956. US. News and World Report provided
quite a sensationalized image of the invasion, concentrating on the graphic
details of the revolt, as well as the conflict between democracy and
communism. In the lead article on November 2nd, Russia's Empire
Cracking Up? stated:
In Hungary tanks and guns of the Russian army have been

necessary to meet a revolt of the masses, to try to save power for
the Communists. Hungarian troops revolted. Unarmed civilians

attacking Government buildings scrambled atop Soviet tanks under
fire from Russian troops. Communism here is headed for the
rocks.7"

The magazine concentrated on the battle against Communism, rather than
the issues of international law. As one article stated, "The revolt, in other
words, is against Communism... part of a popular revolution that is going
on everywhere behind the Iron Curtain...".7 ' Articles examined the details
of the invasion, such as burning buildings and weapons used, but little or
nothing of the legal underpinnings.

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
at 33.

Id. at 274.
Id.
at 274-75.
Id.
Wright, supra note 54, at 275.
Russia'sEmpire Cracking Up?, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP., Nov. 2, 1956, at 25.
The Masses are inRevolt Against Red Rule, U.S. NEws & WoRLD REP., Nov. 2, 1956,
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Coverage of the event did include an interview with former Premier of
Hungary Ferenc Nagy, who briefly discussed the international law issues
of the invasion. He stated "the Hungary question should be taken as soon
as possible to the United Nations Security Council as a threat to peace."'72
Nagy asserted that "The United Nations should send a commission to
Poland and Hungary to examine the political and economic situations and
confirm whether or not there has been foreign interference."
Another article from November 2nd briefly discussed international law
implications, but mostly through the views of President Eisenhower:
The demands reportedly made by the students and by the working
people clearly fall within the framework of those human rights to
which all are entitled, which are affirmed in the Charter of the
United Nations and which are specifically guaranteed to the
Hungarian people by the treaty of peace to which the governments
of Hungary and of the Allied and associated powers, including the
Soviet Union and the United States, are parties ...

The United

States deplores the intervention of Soviet military forces, which
under the treaty of peace should have been withdrawn and the
presence of which in Hungary as is now demonstrated is not to
protect Hungary against armed aggression from without, but rather
to continue an occupation of Hungary by the forces of an alien
government for its own purposes. 4
This article continued the approach ofreprinting a Presidential speech. The
above quotation actually came from a speech given by President
Eisenhower to the Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
in Washington,
75
DC, not the journalists of US. News and World Report.

Newsweek's coverage was much like the coverage of US. News and
World Report, mentioning the United Nations and international law only
in passing. Similarly, Newsweek's articles focused on the brutality of the
invasion, as well as the battle for Communist control of Hungary. The
article on November 5th stated "Budapest's armed rebels shouted not
merely for independence from Soviet domination. They called for an end

72. Hungarians"In RevolutionAgainstCommunism Itself,"U.S.NEWS&WORLDREP., Nov.
2, 1956, at 44.
73. Id.
74. As Ike Sees the Revolt In Soviet Satellites, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP., Nov. 2, 1956, at
75. Id.
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' Another article stated only
to Communism itself."76
that Nagy "would
negotiate with Russia for withdrawal of Soviet troops by Jan. 1, 1957.""
This was Newsweek's only mention of the U.N. resolutions demanding the
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary.
A November 12th article included a quotation from Nagy, "Russian
troops attacked our capital with the purpose of overthrowing the rightful
government of this country... We appeal to the world for assistance. 7 8
No further explanation was given as to the involvement of the United
Nations in the invasion. Another article mentioned the Warsaw Pact
briefly, stating that, "The unsettling moment came when Nagy withdrew
his country from the Warsaw Pact, the Soviet bloc's answer to NATO, and
asked the United Nations to guarantee Hungary's neutrality." 79
Likewise, the coverage by Time was centered around subjects that
would grip readers' attention such as weapons, destruction, and
Communism. In describing the initial stages of the invasion, Time
reported:

Radio Budapest (evidently operating from a new location)
announced: Soviet troops are here under the Warsaw Pact. They
have been asked to put their lives at stake for the peaceful
Hungarian people and to protect them from counterrevolutionaries."
This article provided no further information beyond a very vivid
description of the invasion. Another article quoted from U.S. delegate to
the Security Council, Henry Cabot Lodge, stated, "Ifever there was a time
when the action of the United Nations could literally be a matter of life and
death for a whole nation, this is that time."'" The same piece wrote that "at
5:15 a.m. the Soviet Union's Arkady S. Sobolev vetoed a resolution
censuring the Russian attack on Hungary on the grounds of 'interference
with the internal affairs of Hungary.' 82 These are the only elements of the
coverage even remotely related to international law.

76. The Great Challenge to Russia, NEWSWEEK, Nov.5, 1956, at 51.
77. Leon Volkov, The Kremlin's Weakness, the RedArmy's Strength, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 5,
1956, at 52, 55.
78. Eldon Griffiths, The Red War-Inside Hungary,NEWSWEEK, Nov. 12, 1956, at 30.
79. Epidemic?, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 12, 1956, at 32.
80. Hungary--When the Earth Moved, TIME, Nov. 5, 1956, at 30, 31.
81. The Kremlin-Into the Night, TIME, Nov. 5, 1956, at 39.
82. Id.
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The Economist, the magazine that provided excellent coverage of the
Korean War, gave very little explanation of the international law issues
involved in the Soviet invasion of Hungary. An article entitled, "Moscow's
Hour of Decision," stated:
Mr. Nagy, whose position during some phases of the Hungarian
revolt had been obscure, on Thursday told the Soviet Ambassador
plainly of his country's desire to secede from the Warsaw Pact,
adopt a neutral status similar to that of Austria, and say goodbye to
the Soviet Army. Protesting against the continuing movement of
Soviet forces into Hungary, he said that his government proposed
to appeal to the United Nations."
The same article briefly mentioned that Russia had expressed willingness
"to discuss with the other signatories of the Warsaw Treaty the withdrawal
of Soviet troops from Hungary, Poland, and Rumania."'" Later, in the
November 10, 1956 edition, the Economist dealt mostly with political
calculation, not legal imperatives.
whether the earlier Soviet offer to discuss withdrawing troops was
genuine or only a feint to gain time, whether the change of policy,
is such there was, was advocated by the whole Soviet leadership or
whether it was imposed by the Army-the answers to these
questions remain obscure.85
Moreover, the magazine hypothesized that now "the Russians are more
likely to find themselves obliged.., to increase their pre-revolt garrison
in Hungary...'"
Although the Economist's coverage is slightly more detailed than the
other magazines, it shows little interest in the international law dimensions
of this event.
C. Suez Canal Crisis-1956
In 1856, the Khedive of Egypt made a concession to Ferdinand de
Lesseps to dig a canal across the Isthmus of Suez. 7 "This instrument

83. Moscow's HourofDecision,ECONOMIST, Nov. 3, 1956, at 393.

84. Id. at 394.
85. Hungary and the EuropeanFuture, ECONOMIST, Nov. 10, 1956, at 485, 485.
86. Id. at 486.
87. Wright, supranote 54, at 261.
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established the Universal Suez Maritime Canal Company for a duration of
99 years from the opening of the Canal, provided for free and equal
navigation of the Canal, and for the distribution of tolls."8' The company
was financed by local investors, mainly French and Egyptian. In 1888, a
general convention concerning the navigation of the Canal was adopted

by:
France, Great Britain,Austria, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Turkey,
Russia, and Spain:
Article 14 provides that the engagements of the treaty "shall not be
limited by the duration of the acts of concession of the Universal
Suez Canal Company." The treaty also provides that the Canal
"shall always be free and open, in time of war as in time of peace,
to every vessel of commerce or of war, without distinction of the
flag"(Article 1), reserved "the sovereign rights" of the Sultan and
the "rights and immunities" of the Khedive not affected by the
obligations of the treaty (Article 13), authorized them to take
"measures which [they] might find it necessary to take for securing
by their own forces the defense of Egypt and the maintenance of
public order" (Article 10), but such measures "shall not interfere
with the free use of the canal" (Article 11)... and "the agents in
Egypt of the signatory powers of the present treaty shall be charged
to watch over its execution" (Article 8).9
In 1936, Great Britain and Egypt finally concluded a treaty "terminating
of the British occupation" (Article 1), while "permitting occupation of the
Canal area to continue for 20 years, because the Suez Canal, whilst being
an integral part of Egypt, is a universal means of communication..."
On July 19, 1956, the United States withdrew its support for the
construction on July 26, 1956 of a dam on the Nile at Aswan. "In apparent
retaliation," President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt announced that the
Universal Suez Maritime Canal Company had been nationalized.9 The
British claimed the action was "in violation of an international obligation
because, in their opinion, the treaty of 1888 gave a treaty status to the
company, and the use of force was openly discussed in British

88.
89.
90.
91.

Id.
Id. at 261-62.
Id.
Id. at 263.
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parliament." Proposals for the "internationalization" of the Canal were
rejected by Egypt, and the problem was placed before the U.N. Security
Council by both Great Britain and Egypt.93 On October 13th the Security
Council unanimously accepted a resolution stating six principles for
negotiating a settlement:"
These principles called for equal transit rights through the Canal
according to the Convention of 1888, respect for Egyptian
sovereignty, insulation of the Canal from the politics of any
country, fixing of tolls by agreement between Egypt and the users,
the utilization of a fair proportion of the tolls for development, and
settlement by arbitration of disputes between the company and
Egypt. These grinciples were accepted by Egypt, but negotiations
lagged on...
The pivotal question of international law in this matter was whether Great
Britain had any right to the Suez Canal or its operation.
While the vital interest of Great Britain in the flow of traffic
through the Canal cannot be questioned, it cannot be said that in
nationalizing the Canal, Egypt was guilty of an "armed attack"
against Great Britain, which alone would justify defensive action
under Article 51 of the Charter."
The British argued throughout that Egypt was violating international law
by nationalizing the Canal. An equally plausible position held that:
The Suez Canal Company, though it served an important public
purpose, seemed to be a creature of Egyptian law operating in
Egyptian territory, and so subject to the exercise of eminent domain
by Egypt provided adequate compensation was paid.97
According to this reasoning, Egypt could nationalize the Suez Canal
without violating prior treaties with Great Britain.

92. Wright, supra note 54, at 263.
93. Id.

94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id. at 273.
97. Wright, supra note 54, at 273.
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Likewise, the concept of "defense" in international law "cannot apply
to an alleged violation of a treaty right, not involving actual or
immediately threatened attack upon territory, government agencies or
citizens." 8 British concern did not involve an actual attack or violence,
only speculation of possible future problems. The Anglo-Egyptian Treaty
of 1954 gave Great Britain the right to re-occupy bases in the Suez Canal

Zone under certain circumstances "but these circumstances did not exist,
and in any case, re-occupation of the Canal bases seemed, according to the
treaty of 1954, to be contingent upon explicit Egyptian request, which
certainly was not made in this case."
The coverage in the magazines began the week of August 4, 1956,
although U.S. News and World Report did not mention the Suez Canal

crisis until its August 17th issue. Even then, it devoted only three pages to
coverage of the Suez matter. The first article compared and contrasted the
differences between the problems in Suez and the U.S. control of the
Panama Canal. The article wrote that "Panama could not take over the
company that owns the canal, because it was chartered in the U.S. The
Suez Canal Company, which Egypt nationalized, is an Egyptian
corporation."'" A second article touched only tangentially on international
law:
Hitherto, the Canal has been international. It is guaranteed by an
international agreement signed by many countries in 1888. All
admit that it has operated with great efficiency in the interest of
world shipping. It has been there for service of all nations.10'
This superficial explanation ignored most of the complicated international
law issues involved in the invasion.
Newsweek's coverage was a modest improvement; it began on August
6, 1956. The lead article stated that "Nasser read out a decree nationalizing
the vital world waterway-lifeline of Britain's empire for the past 87 years
and artery for the movement of two-thirds of Middle East's oil-and
freezing funds of the present international company."' 2 It furthered this
notion, stating that "both London and Paris angrily challenged the legality

98. Id. at 274.
99. Id.
100. Why PanamaCanal Isn 't Going the Way ofSuez, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Aug. 17,
1956, at 54.
101. Why Britain Will Risk War to Keep CanalOpen?, U.S. NEWS& WORLD REP., Aug. 17,
1956, at 78.
102. "Strong Man" and the Storm Over Suez, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 6, 1956, at 38.
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of Nasser's 'act of plunder' and warned him of the consequences."' 0 3
In addition, the article explained that "under the company's original 99-

year charter, the canal was to revert to Egypt in 1968," and asserted that
"stockholders didn't see how Nasser could pay off the $200 million their
confiscated stock was worth. ' °" Newsweek's coverage also explained
efforts to stop the invasion:
On August 16, 24 nations, including Egypt and Russia, have been
invited by the Big Three to meet in London to create a new,
cooperative, nonprofit authority to operate the canal... But to
make sure the Egyptian 'strong man' knows it means business
Britain poured land, sea and air reinforcements into the eastern
Mediterranean within quick striking range of Suez... Nasser,
riding a wave of Arab nationalism and confident of Soviet support,
remained defiant. If he does negotiate, his terms might include
internationalization of the Panama Canal.° 5
Overall, coverage of the crisis was skimpy and attention to international
law minimal, for example, no discussion of Great Britain's rationale for
invasion.
Time's coverage, beginning on August 6, 1956, led the foreign news
section stating, "Nasser spluttered his anger at the U.S. withdrawal of its
offer to build the billion-dollar Aswan Dam, and branded as 'lies' the U.S.
explanation that it acted because of the shakiness of the Egyptian
economy."'"° The authors elaborate:
Then Nasser delivered his blow: "We shall build the High Dam we
desire... The annual income of the Suez Canal is $100 million.
Why not take it ourselves? In the name of the nation, the President
of the Republic resolves that the World Maritime Company of the
Suez Canal will be nationalized... At this very moment some of
your Egyptian brethren are taking over the Canal Company. 7
Time's level of sophistication was much greater principally because it
connected the nationalization of the Suez Canal to the U.S. withdrawal of
the offer to build the Aswan Dam. The article continued, "Nasser's
103. Id.
104. Id. at 40.
105. The Middle East on Edge: War ofNerves, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 13, 1956, at 43.
106. Egypt-Nasser'sRevenge, TIME, Aug. 6, 1956, at 19.
107. Id.
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nationalization decree had not even a shred of legality."'"' In addition, "the
concession given by Egypt in 1854 to the Suez Canal runs until 1968, at
which time Egypt would inherit the canal," and in negotiating "with the
company over the amount of capital it was going to maintain in Egypt,
Nasser's government explicitly admitted the validity of the original
concession."'" Finally, in what could most charitably be called naive,
Time stated it would take shareholders almost a decade to get a0 ruling on
Nasser's action from the International Court of Justice (ICJ).1
The August 13th edition of Time also described some of the
international legal implications in its lead article, stating "In one of the
most unusual gambles in diplomatic history, the President and the
Secretary of State proposed to confront Egypt's President Nasser with the
pressures of moral law..." The article also quoted Secretary Dulles,
"To let the seizure go unchallenged would be to encourage a breakdown
of the international fabric upon which the security and well-being of all
peoples depend.""' 2 Another article stated that Dulles "took the position
that Egypt as a sovereign nation had a legal right to nationalize the Canal
Company... so long as Egypt paid due compensation," although he also
held that Nasser "in seizing the canal itself, had violated solemn
treaties.""3 Time provided this explanation of these "solemn treaties":
The 1866 agreement with the Canal Company defines it in Article
XVI as "an Egyptian company subject to the laws and customs of
the country." As recently as 1954, however, Nasser on behalf of
Egypt conceded that the canal "is a waterway economically,
commercially and strategically of international importance," and
expressed "the determination to uphold the convention guaranteeing
the freedom of navigation of the canal signed at Constantinople on
29th of October, 1888.14
The Economist also gave a detailed description of international legal
implications in its coverage, beginning August 4, 1956. An article entitled,
"Europe's Achilles Heel," stated:

108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.

Id.
Id.
Id.
The Nation-Invoking Moral Force, TIME, Aug. 13, 1956, at 15.
Id.
Suez-Angry Challenge & Response, TIME, Aug. 13, 1956, at 16.
Id.
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British force has only just been withdrawn from Egypt; the last
troops left the Canal Zone on June 13, not to return except in an
eventuality which the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement of October, 1954,
defined fairly clearly-an armed attack by a power outside the
Middle East on an Arab League country or on Turkey. This
agreement was important in another way, because by it Egypt
herself for the first time subscribed to the international guarantee of
the freedom of navigation of the Canal.'I5
The article explained the previous occupation of Egypt by the British

including the guarantee of freedom of the Canal and described the
convention of 1888, that laid down the principle of free passage. "The
engagements resulting from the present Treaty shall not be limited by the
16
duration of the Articles of Concession of the Universal Suez Company.
In addition, it explains that "President Nasser has not the legal right to
close the canal to anybody, but he clearly has the physical power to close
it or to levy blackmail upon its users."' 7 Nasser had not "won" the power
by seizing ownership, but he possessed it already as8 the head of
government of the state through which the canal passes."
The article endeavored to provide a detailed description of the issues
of international law. It explained that the ownership of the Suez Canal was
to pass to Egypt in 1968." 9 The Economist explained the complex
interplay of political, economic and legal forces.
At Suez, nationalism confronts the principle of international law
and order: not for the Arabs the voluntary limitations of sovereignty
that exert a rational appeal in Europe; the newly independent states,
among which the Arab states are prominent, raise national claims
in their purest and most unrestricted forms. Equally, a seizure of
this kind, made without warning or discussion from one day to the
next, is the severest possible blow to the principle that the
developed countries should help the under-developed countries of
the world in their economic growth... Arguments of international
law, day-to-day politics, and economic convenience could hardly
be more entangled. Can the Prime Minister [of Great Britain]
expect the powers, on the basis of a chain of reasoning arguable at
115. Europe's Achilles Heel, ECONOMIST, Aug. 4, 1956, at 381.
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so many points, to act in concert to impose the new doctrine on
Egypt by force? 0
The Economist (August 11, 1956) continued coverage of the crisis by
suggesting possible solutions within the context of applicable international
law. For example, one formulation spoke of "operating arrangements
under an international system designed to assure the continuity of
operation of the Canal as guaranteed by the Convention of October 29,
1888, in short, the running of the Canal is to be taken out of Egyptian and
put into international hands.'' Further, the Economist opined that
supervision by an international body is needed to "see that ships had free
passage without discrimination or extortionate dues, and that the Canal
was efficiently maintained."' 22 A U.N. team was needed "in a crisis present
the clear legal and moral case which western governments nowadays need
before they resort to force.' 23 The Economist not only appreciated the
international law issues involved, but used them as a basis to suggest a
resolution of the crisis.
D. U-2 Spyplane-1960
The U-2 incident began on May 1, 1960, when "an American
intelligence agent, Francis Gary Powers, under the aegis of the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) violated Russian air space by
overflying Soviet territory for at least 1,200 miles.' 24 The plane was shot
down and Powers was accused of spying. Soviet Leader Khrushchev
released information that Powers was his prisoner and that he had
confessed to spying charges.12 The U.S. State Department, with the
President's approval, "admitted that Powers had been spying--or, as they
26
put it 'seeking information now concealed behind the Iron Curtain.1"
US. News and WorldReport's coverage of the incident began May 23,
1960 stating that the necessity of spying was made clear when on May
1 th President Eisenhower "defended the U.S. intelligence offensive as a

120. Europe's Achilles Heel, supra note 115, at 382-83.
121. Long Haul at Suez, ECONOMIST, Aug. 11, 1956, at 464.
122. Id.
123. Id.
124. William H. Blanchard, National Myth, National Character, and National Policy: A
Psychological Study of the U-2 Incident, 6 J. CoNFuCr RESOL 143, 144 (1962).
125. Id.
126. Id.
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distasteful but vital necessity.' 27 The extent of international law coverage
in US. News and WorldReportwas minimal. Articles concentrated mainly
on why the United States had reason to be suspicious of the Soviet Union
during the Cold War. The May 30th article describes that:
On July 21, 1955, President Eisenhower offered to Nikita
Khrushchev to open U.S. skies to Soviet planes so that they could
photograph every U.S. base and military installation of every kind.
At the same time he offered to let Soviet inspectors come into the
U.S. to see any U.S. military operations that they wanted to see.
The one condition: The Soviet Government
would give the U.S. the
28
same rights in the Soviet Union.
US. News and World Report continued in a similar vein, never explaining
any issues of international law relevant to U.S. actions. One brief side note
stated that Khrushchev demanded "that the U.S. admit it had committed
aggression by making intelligence flights over Russia, and publicly
express regret for its action."' 29 No details were provided about legal
aspects of the spy plane incident.
Newsweek (May 16, 1960) fared slightly better; their lead article stated
"The blunt fact was that the U.S. had admitted that it had been guilty of a
crime against international law; and Russia's Nikita S. Khrushchev was
flaunting the crime to the entire world."'"3 Another article, published on
May 23rd, mentioned the open-skies plan discussed briefly in the coverage
of US. News and WorldReport. The author quoted President Eisenhower,
who "made it clear that, if the Soviets would agree to his 'open skies' plan
and a meaningful inspection system, the flights would cease."'' Newsweek
also reported a statement of President Eisenhower, given by Press
Secretary James Hagerty, that is notable principally for trying to change
the focus of political discourse.
I am planning in the near future to submit to the United Nations a
proposal for the creation of a United Nations Aerial Surveillance
pact. This plan I had intended to place before this conference. This

127.
May 23,
128.
129.
37.
130.
131.

The World's Big Spy Game, A Hot Front in the "Cold War"?, U.S. NEWS& WORLD REP.,
1960, at 46.
Id. at 48.
Why Khrushchev Wrecked the "Summit, "U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., May 30, 1960, at
The Flight of the U-2, NEWSWEEK, May 16, 1960, at 27.
Simmering Summit, NEWSWEEK, May 23, 1960, at 32, 33.
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surveillance would operate in the territory of all nations prepared to
accept such. For its part the United States is prepared not only to
accept U.N. Aerial Surveillance, but to do everything in its power
to contribute to the rapid organization
and successful operation of
32
such international surveillance.1
Newsweek's coverage hardly was extensive but international law issues
were not ignored entirely.
Initially, Time's coverage appeared comparable to that of Newsweek.
The lead article in the National Affairs section began by discussing the
open-skies proposal that would "reduce mutual suspicion" and "get a
measure of protection against surprise attack."' 33 Likewise, a May 23rd
article covered the President's intention "to go to the United Nations with
a new plan for aerial inspection of all countries to guard against surprise
attack-a plan similar to his 'open-skies' proposal made to the 1955
summit1 conference
at Geneva, which Russia has.., emphatically turned
34
down.'

A major difference in coverage occurred later in the May 23rd edition,
in which Time devoted an entire section to international law, entitled "Law
in the Sky: What are the Rights of the High Flight?" This section did an
excellent job of explaining the issues of international law involved in the
U.S./Soviet battle over spying. The section began by stating "When the
U.S. proclaimed that it has a defensive right to fly high in the sky above
Communist territory, it entered into an area of international law as
35
unexplored and uncertain as outer space itself.'
However, Time got in over its head when it remarked: "All countries
have spies. International law holds spying legal and moral. But no
international law protects a captured spy.' 136 The article also addressed the
question of whether or not frontiers extend into the sky. According to the
piece, "All nations agree that a country's territorial rights extend above its
land. But that agreement is fairly new--dating from World War I...,,131
The article also addressed questions regarding how far sovereignty
extends into airspace, whether there is a legal difference between an
unarmed reconnaissance plan and an unarmed reconnaissance satellite, and

132. The Meeting, Men, andthe Bombshell, NEWSWEEK, May 23, 1960, at 34.
133. The Nation-Cold-WarCandor, TIME, May 16, 1960, at 15.
134. The Nation-Eruptionat the Summit, TIMHE, May 23, 1960, at 11.

135. Law In The Sky: What Are the Rights ofHigh Flight?, TIME, May 23, 1960, at 12.
136. Id.
137. Id.
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whether there is a recognized law of self-defense. 3 The concluding
paragraph summed up murky international legal waters:
At its best, the body of international law is incomplete,
inconsistent-and sometimes incomprehensible. But the U.S. has
pledged to 'support and contribute to a world rule of law. The
challenge facing the U.S. is to clarify existing law and to lead the
way in expanding the law to cover new situations... Columbia
University's Professor Philip Jessup believes that the only practical
solution is for the U.S. and its allies to declare "a state of
intermediacy"--something between war and peace-and lay down
laws to39regulate it, just as there are separate laws for war and
peace.1

This passage from Time was by far the most successful effort so far to
explain international law.
The Economist, the "star performer" for earlier coverage, came up short
in the U-2 Spyplane incident. No issues of international law were
mentioned until the May 21st edition, and even then only briefly:
The summit was not wrecked in Paris: that happened in the
cumulative deterioration of Russo-American relations between the
bringing down of the Powers U-2 near Sverdlovsk on May 1st and
Mr. Khrushchev's private talks with General de Gaulle and Mr.
Macmillan... If the contention is accepted that Mr. Khrushchev
seized on the Powers case to break off the summit, then American
policy in this period cannot be said to suggest any serious intentions
of stopping him."'
This brief statement barely alludes to international legal issues. Perhaps
the Economist felt this was a lost cause from a legal point of view.
E. Bay of Pigs-1961
The Bay of Pigs invasion was an unsuccessful attempt by U.S.-backed
Cuban exiles to overthrow the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.
"Increasing friction between the U.S. and Castro's leftist regime led

138. Id.
139. Id.
140. The Lost Weekend, ECONOMIST, May 21, 1960, at 726.
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President Dwight D. Eisenhower to break off diplomatic relations with
Cuba in January 1961."' President John Kennedy later approved the plan

for invasion. 42 On April 17, 1961, approximately 1300 exiles, armed with
U.S. weapons, landed at the Bay of Pigs, hoping to cross the island to
Havana. 43 They were quickly stopped by Castro's forces and, by the time
the fighting ended two days later, 90 men had been killed and the rest were
being held as prisoners." The invasion was a complete failure and a
stunning embarrassment for the new Kennedy administration.
The invasion was criticized along several dimensions:
by jurists and delegates in the United Nations as a violation of the
general principles of international law requiring a state to use due
diligence to prevent military expeditions from its territory against
other states in time of peace, and of several inter-American
conventions opposing "intervention" in American states, especially
the Havana Convention of 1928 concerning "civil strife.' 45
The question arose whether the United States had the right to enter into
Cuban airspace that under the "general principles of international law and
several treaties" it did not.' s Although the United States violated these
fundamental principles of sovereignty, it "escaped
formal censure by the
47
fiasco.
Pigs
of
Bay
the
for
Nations"
United
Although legal issues usually play some role, in some situations,
political expediency must dominate. Professor Leo Gross wrote:
It may be inevitable to consider the legal aspects of the Bay of Pigs
operation or the Cuban quarantine or the incidents in the Gulf of
Tonkin, but the political factors and motivations may be just as
relevant for international lawyers. They cannot be divorced from
the perennial confrontation known as the Cold War and its
corrosive impact on compliance with international law.

141. Bay of Pigs Invasion, Feb. 2, 2003, Access Pro, at www.accesspro.net/machetelcuba/
libre/bay.htm.

142. Id.
143. Id.

144. Id.
145. Quincy Wright, The Cuban Quarantine, 57 AM. J INT'L L. 546 (1963).
146. Id. at 548.
147. Id. at 564.
148. Leo Gross, ProblemsofInternationalAdjudicationand Compliancewith International
Law: Some Simple Solutions, 59 AM. J. INT'L L. 48, 57 (1965).
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The Bay of Pigs crisis occurred at a tense period of the Cold War; this
environment sharpened the conflict between adherence to international law
and defending national interests. Gross analyzed whether the Bay of Pigs
invasion was warranted by weighing political and legal costs and
implications. He found that in the Cuban crisis "there was no armed attack
and yet the survival of the United States was believed to be at stake.""'
There can be no doubt that the Bay of Pigs invasion was a clear violation
of Cuban sovereignty as guaranteed by the U.N. Charter:
All the Members of the United Nations have accepted the Charter
purpose to maintain international peace and security, its principles
of sovereign equality of all states and non-intervention in the
domestic jurisdiction of others, and its obligations to settle disputes
by peaceful means, to refrain, with certain exceptions, from use or
threat of force in international relations, and to submit disputes not
settled by peaceful means to the United Nations. 5 "
The Bay of Pigs invasion was unusual because the entire operation was
shrouded in secrecy with details emerging years, even decades later. The
articles dealt with here were published in April 1961, immediately after the
invasion occurred. News magazine coverage was limited by the paucity of
information.
Due to the publication cycle, US. News and World Report did not
begin coverage of the Bay of Pigs invasion until May 1, 1961. The lead
article entitled, "Will Cuba Be Rescued?" stated that the first step in
rescuing Cuba "was the landing of 200 anti-Castro Cubans on the beaches
of the island country in the pre-dawn of Monday, April 17. ' "'The purpose
of the invasion was to "force the Castro regime in Cuba to show its
military power, to reinforce the anti-Castro guerrillas inside Cuba and to
test the strength of the underground."' 52 The article reported President
Kennedy's assertion that he "would not hesitate to take what action was
necessary to wipe out a Communist base of attack in the Western
Hemisphere."' 53 On the other hand, Castro called for a U.N. response to
the raids.' 54

149. Id.at 52.
150. Wright, supra note 145, at 565.
151. Will Cuba Be Rescued?, U.S. NEws& WORLDREP., May 1, 1961, at 37.
152. Id.

153. Id.at 38.
154. Id.
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The title of the article, "Will Cuba Be Rescued?" indicated the nature
of the coverage. The legality of the U.S. invasion of a sovereign state was
ignored. Later in the article, U.S. News and World Report dealt with the
Soviet Union's reaction to the events and Khrushchev's charging the
United States with "aggression" against Cuba, and then threatening Soviet
intervention in Cuba on the side of the Communists.' International law
was mentioned in the context of the Monroe Doctrine:
This Khrushchev warning was, in effect, a challenge to the validity
of the Monroe Doctrine, first enunciated in 1823 and reaffirmed in
a statement approved by President Eisenhower on July 14, 1960. It
was a challenge, also, to the principles of the Organization of
American States,
which specifically cite Communism as a threat to
56
the Americas.1

No further explanation was provided about these two international
doctrines. Although a later article, explained that the "U.S. would consider
an attempt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this
Hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety," President Monroe's
1823 warning to European Powers that later would became known as the
Monroe Doctrine.'57 In 1947, the application of the Monroe Doctrine
changed from direct enforcement by the United States to "collective action
under the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance."' 58
Another article in US. News and World Report discussed the

Organization of American States that declared in 1954 "that Communist
159
control of any American state would be a threat to all the Americas."'
The article then discussed alternative sources of action under the OAS
agreement:
One course of action, proposed in Congress last year, would clearly
restore to the U.S. the initiative in defending the Western
Hemisphere. That idea came from Samuel Flagg Bemis, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning historian who is a recognized authority on Latin
America. What Mr. Bemis proposed was that Congress should pass
a resolution supplementing both the Monroe Doctrine and the OAS.

155. Id. at40.
156. Will CubaBe Rescued?, supra note 151, at 40.
157. Monroe Doctrine:It Worked In the Past-IsIt DeadNow?, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP.,
May 1, 1961, at 42.
158. Id.
159. How Cuba Was Ruined?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, May 1, 1961, at 47.
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It would declare that in case of "a sudden emergency" the U.S.
"would be justified" in taking steps of its
° own to forestall
World.1
New
the
in
intervention
Communist
The May 8, 1961 issue of US. News and World Report dealt much more
effectively with international law issues surrounding the Bay of Pigs
invasion. The majority of its coverage examined the possibility of a total
embargo of trade with Cuba. The magazine opined that an embargo would
"restore teeth to the Monroe Doctrine."16' Next it discussed how far the
United States could go in a blockade of Cuba and still remain within limits
set by international law:
Basically there are two kinds of blockades. One is the "belligerent
blockade" that accompanies declared and open warfare... Second
type is the "pacific blockade" usually defined as a reprisal in time
of peace, to block off trade. "Pacific blockades" are not
"recognized" in a strict sense, but are "accepted" as acts against
international delinquency... A "pacific blockade" can be invoked
without declaration of war, but some U.S. experts believe that any
naval blockade without sanction of an international organization is
an "act of war"... Main point that troubles the "legalists" is this:
There is considerable doubt whether a "pacific blockade" would
give a clear right to stop any but Cuban and U.S. ships. The United
States, for example, has argued in the past that a "pacific blockade"
cannot legally be applied against a third power. Under this
interpretation, Soviet vessels must be allowed free access to Cuba
if the U.S. is to pay strict regard to international law... Others say
this is a time to be practical and not "legal. 1 6 2
This article provided an excellent analysis of blockades and attendant
international law problems. Another article by Major General Max S.
Johnson discussed the impending blockade of Cuba stating that in a
blockade "ships must operate either outside the three-mile limit-thereby
violating international law regarding free use of the high seas--or else
must intrude into the band of coastal water where Cuba is sovereign."16 3

160. Id.
161. Nextfor Cuba-An Arms Blockade?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., May 8, 1961, at 50.
162. Id. at51.
163. Maj. Gen.Max S. Johnson, Getting Rid of Castro:The Military Problem,U.S. NEWS&
WORLD REP., May 8, 1961, at 52.
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An additional article, "Where U.S. Went Wrong on Cuba," briefly
mentioned the United Nations. The author stated that Richard Nixon's
view is that "the U.S. will have to take the initiative-act as trustee for the
American nations and stabilize the situation by unilateral action..."'64
The article also suggested that the U.N. Charter "provides for unilateral
action when a nation's security is challenged."'"" Overall, although U.S.
News and World Report did deal with certain aspects of international law,
the coverage is obviously biased towards the United States, overwhelmed
by Cold War politics, and myopic about major dimensions.
Time's coverage of the Bay of Pigs invasion started slightly earlier (on
April 28, 1961). The lead article began with a familiar statement: "The
U.S. intends no military intervention in Cuba but in the event of any
military intervention by outside force the U.S. is ready to protect this
hemisphere against external aggression.. ."'6 The coverage was very proU.S. focusing on U.S. attempts to protect the people of Cuba from
Communism. President Kennedy's statement was quoted:
If the nations of this hemisphere should fail to meet their
commitments against outside Communist penetration, then this
Government will not hesitate in meeting its primary obligations,
which are the security of our nation. Should that time ever come,
we do not intend to be lectured on intervention by those whose
character was stamped for all time on the bloody streets of
Budapest ... 16
161
Another article mentioned U. S. Ambassador Adlai Stevenson's contention
that "the U.S. considered Castro a clear threat to hemisphere
security... "' 68 No where in these articles was it suggested that the United
States might not have had the right, under international law, to intervene
in Cuba. Time stated only that direct intervention in Cuba was ruled out
"by fear of raising the old cries of Yankee imperialism, and by specific
U.S. pledges under the treaty of the Organization of American States."' 69
The May 5, 1961 edition included a few references to IGOs, including
the Inter-American Defense Board and the Organization of American
States. The "nonpolitical Inter-American Defense Board voted 12-1, with

164. Where U.S. Went Wrong On Cuba, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., May 8, 1961, at 56.
165. Id.
166. ForeignRelations:Bitter Week, TIME, Apr. 28, 1961, at 11.

167. Id.
168. Cuba: The Massacre,TIME, Apr. 28, 1961, at 20.
169. Id. at 21.
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two abstentions, to bar the Cuban representative from its meetings...
The article described the meeting in this way:
One by one, the ambassadors were called in to discuss the
possibility of joint action by the Organization of American States.
Said one Latin American Ambassador: "Some sort of joint
intervention appears to be inevitable"... Most Latin American
governments still oppose direct military intervention by the U.S.,
and it is doubtful whether the U.S. would be satisfied with a simple
OAS vote to condemn Castro by name... The U.S ..... urgently
reminded Latin American ambassadors of the 1954 Caracas
declaration pledging joint action by the American states to stop
Communist aggression in the hemisphere.""
The above was the only reference to international law in all of Time's
coverage and it amounted mostly to a description of U.S. bullying. No
international legal dimension was mentioned, not even the U.N. Charter
or the Monroe Doctrine.
Likewise, Newsweek's coverage of the Bay of Pigs invasion lacked an
analysis of international legal issues. The lead article on April 24, 1961,
stated that as the "United Nations began debate at the weekend on the
Cuban question, Foreign Minister Raul Roa... cried that responsibility for
them [the raids of Cuban Air Force B-26s] rested squarely with the
'
government of the United States."172
A later article said that by
coincidence, "the guerilla landing came on the very morning that the
United Nations had scheduled a debate on a long-standing Cuban
complaint about American aggression."'7 Further, there was a brief
reference to U.N. Ambassador Adlai Stevenson who "made it clear that no
offensive had been launched from Florida or any other part of the U.S.,
though he acknowledged that Americans sympathize with the desire of the
people of Cuba to seek Cuban independence and freedom.""7
A subsequent article, entitled "Diary of a Decision," included
comments made by Secretary of State Dean Rusk. Rusk pointed out "that
direct intervention or overt aid might mean the U.S. would be accused of
violating the U.N. charter and OAS treaties.' 7' But, in essence, "U.S.

170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.

The Americas: The Shock Wears On, TIME, May 5, 1961, at 35.
Id.
Cuba: Anti-CastroLandings, NEWSWEEK, Apr. 24, 1961, at 62.
Death in the Swamp, NEWSWEEK, May 1, 1961, at 24,25.

Id
Diary of a Decision, NEWSWEEK, May 1, 1961, at 26, 27.
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involvement had been reduced to gathering, training, and supplying...,, 76
Newsweek made it clear they believed at no time did the United States
commit an act of overt aggression against Cuba. One article stated "[tihe
President does not believe that the current situation constitutes a clear and
present danger to the U.S.," therefore aggression could not be allowed.'"
No attempt is made to analyze the possible illegality of U.S. actions.
The Economist did cover several of the international law issues
mentioned above beginning on April 22, 1961, although readily admitting
that "not much information is available about what has really been
happening in Cuba this week."' 78 The first article, "From Monroe to
Castro," discusses the Monroe Doctrine that President Monroe addressed
to Congress in 1823 when the European continental powers were
contemplating aggression against the new Latin American republics:
that the allied powers should extend their political system to any
portion of either [American] continent without endangering our
peace and happiness; nor can anyone believe that our southern
79
brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it of their own accord. 1
The article explained that the meaning of the Monroe Doctrine had
evolved over time. Secretary Olney disclaimed any idea "that it involved
a general protectorate by the United States" and that "it does not justify
any attempt on our part to change the established form of government of
any American state or to prevent the people of such state from altering that
form according to their will and pleasure."'8"
On April 29, 1961, the Economist discussed the views of President
Kennedy towards the Bay of Pigs invasion and his pledge not to commit
any American forces:
he seems to have thought that the United States was exonerated for
transgressing the neutrality laws and the Bogota Treaty of 1948 by
his statement that this was a struggle between Cubans, along with
a warning to the Cubans that if they lost they would not be bailed
out. The invasion was to be justified by the internal rising that was

176.
177.
178.
179.

Id.
Cuba: Sealing It Off, NE kSWEEK, May 1, 1961, at 19.
From Monroe to Castro, EcoNoMIST, Apr. 22, 1961, at 296.
Id. at295.

180. Id.
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expected and the argument to fall back on, if the worst happened,
was that it was only a reinforcement of guerrillas.''
The article discussed the possibility of a combined security force provided
by the OAS, although President Kennedy did "tie his own hands" by
offering "assurances that in no circumstances would American forces
intervene in Cuba."'8 2 The Economist did explain several issues of
international law, albeit briefly, but omitted many issues that were
important to understanding the invasion.
The Bay of Pigs invasion was the first international law event
covered-albeit very briefly-by Maclean 's.An article on April 22, 1961,
"Why Anti-Canadian feelings are growing in the U.S.," states that
"Canada... isn't shipping weapons to Castro, hasn't withdrawn from the
North American Air Defense, and is not imposing a confiscatory tax on
American investors."'8 3 The article does not discuss any international law
issues related directly to the Bay of Pigs invasion, instead focusing on
Canadian participation in NORAD:
the Liberal Party, at a national convention, adopted a resolution,
which, if implemented, would restrict but would not terminate
Canada's participation in NORAD. The anti-Canadian elements in
the U.S. seemed unable to comprehend that the Liberal party was
not the government but the opposition, or that the resolution didn't
propose complete withdrawal from NORAD. So millions of
Americans seem to believe Canada has scrapped its air force, left
NORAD, and piled the whole burden of North American defense
on Uncle Sam.'
No other coverage is given of the invasion was provided, at least not from
an international law perspective. Maclean's did not take the coverage of
international events very seriously perhaps because it was overwhelmed
by the U.S. size, "sleeping with an elephant" to use Prime Minister
Trudeau's metaphor.

181.
182.
183.
184.

Picking Up the Pieces,ECONOMIST, Apr. 29, 1961, at 441.
Id. at 442.
WhyAnti-CanadianFeelingsare Growing in the U.S., MACLEAN'S, Apr. 22,1961, at 93.
Id
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F. Six Day War-1967
Conflict in the Middle East has been nearly constant since the
establishment of the State of Israel in 1948. The U.N. General Assembly
laid the groundwork for the creation of Israel in its resolution of November
29, 1947.285 The Six Day War began on June 5th of 1967 after Egypt
"stationed large concentrations" of forces in the Sinai Peninsula.86 Egypt's
force buildup was accompanied by other serious measures:
the United Nations Emergency Force stationed on the border
between Egypt and Israel and Sharm el-Sheikh in 1957 and which
had provided an actual separation between the countries was
evacuated on May 19 upon the demands of the Egyptian president
at the time, Gamal Abdel Nasser; the Egyptian navy blocked the
Straits of Tiran, located at the end of the Gulf of Eilat, on the night
of May 22-23, 1967, preventing the passage of any Israeli vessels;
and on May 30, 1967, Jordan jointed the Egyptian-Syrian military
alliance of 1966 and placed its army on both sides of the Jordan
river under Egyptian command ...
The U.N. Security Council moved quickly for a cease-fire resolution
"justified as necessary to end the hostilities, but could not be regarded as
conferring any title to the territory occupied by Israel."' 8
Professor Quincy Wright wrote that the "principle in question clearly
required that Israel gain no political advantage, in respect to the
establishment of a boundary with its Arab neighbors, by its occupation of
territories administered and claimed by Egypt, Jordan, and Syria before the
six-day war."' 89 According to Professor-later ICJ judge-Stephen
Schwebel:
The facts of the June 1967, "Six Day War" demonstrate that Israel
reacted defensively against the threat and use of force against her
by her Arab neighbors. This is indicated by the fact that Israel
responded to Egypt's prior closure of the Straits of Tiran, its
proclamation of a blockade of the Israeli port of Elath, and the

185. Quincy Wright, The Middle East Problem, 64 AM. J. INT'L L. 271 (1970).
186. Israel Defense Forces Web Site, History, Born in Battle: Part 4, Six Day War, June 5-10,
1967, at http://wwwl.idf.il/DOVER/sitelmainpage.asp?sl=EN&id=5&from=history&docid=

15919&Pos= 17&bScope=false.
187. Id.
188. Wright, supra note 185, at 272.

189. Id.
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manifest threat of the U.A.R.'s use of force inherent in its massing
of troops in Sinai, coupled with its ejection of the UNEF. It is
indicated by the fact that, upon Israeli responsive action against the
U.A.R., Jordan initiated hostilities against Israel. It is suggested as
well by the fact that, despite the most intense efforts by the Arab
states and their supporters... to gain condemnation of Israel as an
aggressor by the hospitable organs of the United Nations, those
efforts were decisively defeated.' 90
The U.N. Charter clearly prohibits the threat or use of force, except in
situations of self-defense. Provisions in the U.N. Charter "outlaw war in
the legal sense of a situation in which the belligerents have an equal right
to engage in hostilities and other coercive actions permissible under the
law of war."''" This prohibition raised the question of whether war in the
Middle East was legal under the U.N. Charter. The resolution stated that
Israel must withdraw its armed forces from the recently occupied
territories and the Arab states must renounce the claim of a "state
of war," recognize Israel as a sovereign state, and declare that they
will respect the territorial integrity and political independence of
that state within secure and recognized boundaries. 92
U.S. News & WorldReportbegan its coverage of the Six Day War on June

5, 1967. The lead article, entitled "Where Next Big War Can Strike,"
stated that "President Johnson, with one war on his hands in Asia, quickly
made it clear that the U.S. would fulfill its commitment to Israel if that
country's 'territorial integrity' were attacked."' 93 U.S. preoccupation with
the war in Vietnam skewed news towards the issue of how the United
States could deal with two conflicts simultaneously.
The article described that as the "U.N. peacekeeping force moved out,
Egyptian force moved into this disputed area, home of 300,000 Arab
refugees from Palestine." '" US. News & World Report concentrated on
the withdrawal of the U.N. peacekeeping force from the Egypt/Israeli
border. For example, the magazine wrote, "The sudden withdrawal of the
United Nations Emergency Force allowed substantial units of Nasser's

190. Stephen M. Schwebel, What Weight to Conquest?, 64 AM J. INT'L L. 345, 346 (1970).
191. Wright, supranote 185, at 274.
192. Id. at 274, 275.
193. Where Next Big War Can Strike/Danger on Europe's Doorstep, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD

REP., June 5, 1967, at 29.
194. Id.
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armed forces to come into an Israeli border area where Egypt has never
had such power before-not even prior to the Suez crisis of 1956."'' 95 In
addition, the magazine devoted an entire article, "The United Nations as
the Keeper of World Peace," to the U.N. involvement in this Middle East
crisis. The article began, "All it took was a word from Egypt's President
Nasser, and the United Nations dismantled its peacekeeping army in the
Arab world-the 3,400-man force along the armistice line between Egypt
and Israel."' 96 The troops were ordered out by U Thant, U.N. Secretary
General, "in the face of pleas by the U.S., Britain, Canada, Israel and other
U.N. members not to honor the demand of Egypt which endangered
peace."' 97 Once war seemed imminent, the United Nations backed out.' 98
The article continued by describing U.N. involvement:
In the case of the Middle East, the U.N. had maintained an
international force between Egypt and Israel since 1956 to police
the area and keep the Arabs and Israelis apart. The troops were
supplied by seven U.N. nations--Canada, India, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Brazil, and Yugoslavia. Suddenly, on May 17, an
Egyptian armed force began moving toward Israel, Nasser declared
the 117-mile armistice line a "forbidden area" to the U.N. and
demanded that Secretary-General Thant get his peacekeeping force
out "as quickly as possible" . . . Thus, in the face of a war

danger-and in little more than 48 hours-the U.N. dismantled a
peacekeeping force that had helped preserve peace in the explosive
Middle East for more than a decade. 99
A second article touched on international law noting that Egypt had
"mutual-defense agreements-such as the one signed on May 30 with
Jordan-with most Arab states." 2' Moreover, the article continued "Arabs
have been given a significant victory by the United Nations. When
Secretary-General Thant withdrew the U.N.'s so-called 'peacekeeping'
force from between Israel and Egypt, that permitted Arabs to occupy
ground right up to Israel's borders on all sides." ''

195. Id. at 30.
196. The United Nations as the Keeper of World Peace, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP., June 5,
1967, at 31.
197. Id.
198. Id.
199. Id.
200. IfEgypt Does Fight Israel-Who Wins?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., June 5, 1967, at 32.
201. Id.
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Another subject dealt with in the June 12th issue of US. News & World
Report was the blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba. A small box described the
event explaining that a proposed British-American declaration "asserting

the right of free passage through the Gulf of Aqaba calls on maritime
nations" to agree to the following:
Declare, as a matter of principle, that the Gulf of Aqaba is an
international waterway that should be open to all shipping. Declare
each nation is ready to exercise its right to free and innocent
passage into the Gulf. States that they will join with others to seek
recognition that the principle of freedom of passage applies to all
nations.7°
In its most extensive reference so far to international law, US. News &
World Report addressed the effectiveness of the United Nations. "U.N. in
Trouble" begins with the question, "Is U.N. going the way of the old
League of Nations?"2 3 This question is followed by the statement,
"Americans who pinned their hopes on the United Nations as a means of
preserving world peace are being disillusioned once again."2' "4 The article
explained that the peacekeeping force was originally sent to end the 1956
Suez Crisis, and that the League of Nations was utterly ineffective in
preventing any form of war prior to the creation of the United Nations.
President Eisenhower admitted in 1956 that "keeping the peace between
Israel and its Arab neighbors was primarily a responsibility for the United
Nations."2 5 The article continued to explain that at no time "have the
major powers been willing to surrender sovereignty to the U.N., arming it
with the authority of a superstate." ' Consequently, the international
organization "assumes importance as a peacekeeper in the world only
when the U.S. and Soviets are able to agree on a course of action-as they
did in the 1956 cease-fire between India and Pakistan."2 7 The following
detailed explanation of U.N. decision-making is provided:
The 15-member Security Council originally was conceived as the
U.N. body with primary responsibility for peace-keeping. Each of
202. Keep the Gulf Open-Terms ofa Manifesto, U.S. NEWS &WORLD REP., June 12, 1967,
at 36.
203. U.N. in Trouble: Another Dream Shattered?, U.S. NEWS& WORLD REP., June 12, 1967,
at 37 [hereinafter UN.in Trouble].
204. Id.
205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Id.
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the five permanent members-the U.S., Russia, Britain, France, and
Nationalist China-has a veto power. The Soviets, so far, have
blocked U.N. action by vetoes on 104 occasions. Now, another
factor is entering into U.N. operations as a "collective security"
agent. As Russian vetoes hobbled the Security Council, action
shifted to the General Assembly-composed of all member nations
which had been regarded as more or less of a public forum for
general debate. Under a "uniting for peace" resolution, the
Assembly found that it could commit the world organization to
limited police actions-with the U.S. providing most of the
money. °s
The article also noted that in the current situation, a "near majority-if not
an absolute majority-in the U.N. General Assembly" would vote on the
Arab side of the issue." 2'
In addition, the article outlined U.N. struggles with "mounting
problems of voting power, financial security, and the means of carrying
out 'collective action' for peace-even where small nations and 'little
wars' are concerned." ' The article continued describing the finances of
the United Nations, as well as the peacekeeping role outlined in the U.N.
Charter.2 ' The European perspective was explained; European diplomats
"pointed out that the U.N. has never been able to operate effectively in any
of the many cold-war crises in the postwar era affecting the security of
Europe ... "22 The article included a chart showing that the population
sixty-nine countries of the United Nations equal the population of New
York City. This article provided the most detailed, legally-oriented
description of the United Nations.
The coverage of the Six Day War in Time, beginning on June 2, 1967,
was less complete, but several important international law issues were
addressed. The lead article stated that the "U.S. is firmly committed to the
support of the political independence and territorial integrity of all the
nations in the area '213
" and continued by explaining that Nasser "announced
that he was sealing off the Gulf of Aqaba against all Israeli vessels and
other ships that might be carrying 'strategic' cargo to the Israeli port of

208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.

UN. in Trouble, supranote 203, at 37.
Id. at 38.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 39.
Staving Offa Second Front, TIME, June 9th, 1967, at 11.
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Elath."214 The President of the United States would consider any blockade
an "act of aggression" and would consider using force to reassert "the right
of free, innocent passage for all ships." 2 5 In addition, the involvement of
the United Nations by including a proposal made by Senator Robert F.
Kennedy was discussed:
the U.N. send a naval patrol into the gulf. If the U.N. failed to act,
he said, the U.S. should step in with other interested nations. Such
a seaborne U.N. patrol, he explained, "does not raise many of the
same problems
as stationing ground troops within the territory of
216
country."
any
The article then mentioned the United States was against U Thant's
withdrawal ofU.N. peacekeeping troops, and stated that the president flew
to Canada to explore the possibility of "initiating a new U.N. peacekeeping action."217
The June 9th edition described that U.S. strategy of delaying a decision
about involvement and pursuing a U.N. solution. The article explained
divergent opinions about the U.N. involvement including one by Pulitzer
Prizewinning Historian, Barbara Tuchman, who declared "that the way to
cope with the Mideast crisis was not by futile fiddling in the U.N. but by
straightforward independent action, the only kind that can be effective.""2 9
Another article provided historical context to British control of Palestine
until 1947 when they "finally threw up their hands and turned the Palestine
problem over to the United Nations., 220 After the United Nations took
over, the General Assembly needed only ten weeks to partition the land
between the Arabs and the Jews.22 '
The article also explained Nasser's position after the fighting, stating
that "he is reportedly ready to bargain with Israel for the lifting of his
blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba." 22 His price was:
acceptable Israeli compensation to the 1.3 million Palestine
refugees, plus a token "border adjustment" that would return a

214. Id.
215. Id.
216. Id.

217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.

Id. at 12.
Staving Off a Second Front, supra note 213, at 12.
Id.
Israel: A Nation UnderSiege, TIME, June 9, 1967, at 40.
Id.
Id. at 42.
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small sliver of Israeli desert to Arab sovereignty. The border
adjustment is a question of repairing Arab honor and is relatively
unimportant-though Israel may be reluctant to cede even a splinter
of its land... What the Arabs have repeatedly demanded-and the
U.N. General Assembly has repeatedly recommended-is that
Israel give all displaced Palestinians the choice of returning to their
homes in Israel or accepting indemnity payments instead.223
Even though border readjustment arguably is part of international law, the
above discussion largely ignored legal issues.
Newsweek's coverage of the Six Day War began on June 5, 1967 with
an article entitled "Middle East: The Scent of War" that reported "U.N.
Secretary-General U Thant flew off to Cairo to reason with Egypt's Gamal
Abdel Nasser."224 The article explained the current crisis in the Middle
East, stating that "since the abortive Suez war of 1956, a United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF) has been stationed on the Egyptian side of the
Egyptian-Israeli border to guard against further aggression.""225 The troops
were removed as requested by Egyptian Chief of Staff Mohammed Fawzi,
and the reaction by the United Nations was swift.226 "Egypt had a perfect
right to demand that UNEF depart for good... Nasser had little choice but
to ask for a complete withdrawal-whereupon Thant promptly gave the
order to evacuate., 227 The article then attempted to answer the question of
why U Thant ordered the withdrawal:
He did it at least partially on the advice of U.N. Under Secretary
Ralph Bunche, the old Middle Eastern peacemaker... Since U.N.
forces had been stationed in Egyptian territory only with the
consent of the Egyptian Government, he contended, there were no
legal grounds on which UNEF could be kept there once that consent
was withdrawn. (This was challenged by some authorities who felt
that a somewhat cryptic aide-mdmoire written by the late Dag
Hammarskjild in 1957 called for consultation with the General
Assembly before UNEF could be removed.) Moreover, Thant
pointed out, the Egyptian Army had given Rikhye strict ultimatums
about when the UNEF must pull back. By defying them, even
briefly, he reasoned, he would have risked not only the safety of

223. Id.

224.
225.
226.
227.

Middle East: The Scent of War, NEWSWEEK, June 5, 1967, at 40 [Middle East].
ld. at 42.
Id.
Id.
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UNEF troops but also any chance of other countries accepting U.N.
peace-keeping forces in the future.228
This explanation offered insight into the reasons why the United Nations
withdrew its peacekeeping force from Israel. Another option, according to
the article, would have been for the United Nations to "play for time"
possibly delaying Nasser long enough "to give international diplomacy
and world opinion a chance to exercise a moderating force. 229 The article
concluded that Secretary-General Thant's actions "pressed the crisis
forward another perilous step.""23
Another aspect of the article is the blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba,
which alone was "sufficient casus belli for Israel., 231 Prime Minister
Eshkol warned that any interference of the freedom of shipping:
would be taken as "an act of aggression against Israel." It would
also, he added in a bid for support from other maritime powers, be
a "gross violation of international law." On that particular point,
however, the legal situation is far from clear. Egypt, through whose
territorial waters the Tiran channel passes, pretty clearly exercises
sovereignty over the strait. But special rules apply in a case where
several nations border the waterway served by a strait-and the
Gulf of Aqaba touches not only on Egypt and Israel but on Jordan
and Saudi Arabia as well. The generally accepted principle is that
whoever controls the entrance must allow "free and innocent
passage" to all ports within-and the United States explicitly bound
itself to uphold this rule in a 1957 aide-mdmoire to Israel. But what
is "innocent passage"? Again, it is generally accepted that if any
ship entering a strait threatens harm to the country through whose
sovereignty it must pass, that country has a perfect right to search
and seizure. It is on the strength of this principle-and the fact that
ever since 1948 Egypt and Israel have been technically in a state of
war-that
Nasser has banned Israeli shipping from the Suez
232
Canal.

228.
229.
230.
231.

Id.
Middle East, supra note 224, at 42.
Id.
Id.at 44.
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The above provided an excellent explanation of the international law
issues behind the blockade of the Strait of Aqaba, a blockade that
President Johnson declared "illegal and potentially disastrous to the cause
of peace" and caused French President de Gaulle to propose four-power
discussions of the crisis among Britain, France, the United States, and the
Soviet Union. 3 In addition, the article pointed out that Thant's swift
removal of UNEF had one benefit: maintaining "Egyptian confidence in
the Secretary-General." '2 During a trip to Egypt, Thant was able to secure
only "an23 assurance that Egypt would not initiate offensive action against
Israel."
Another article outlined the historic legal context to the crisis
beginning with World War I when the British government issued the
Balfour Declaration "promis(ing) England's support for the Zionist
cause." 6 The author continued by explaining that, at the end of World
War I,
the League of Nations gave Britain trusteeship over Palestine. But
fierce Arab opposition to Jewish settlement in Palestine drove the
British to renege on the Balfour Declaration and by the late 1930s,
Jewish immigration into the country was all but halted.... Within
months, the country was in the throes of a three-way civil war, and
in 1947,... the British government turned the problem over to the
United Nations.237
The rest of the article consisted of an inventory of the U.N. involvement
in the Middle East from November 1947 until May 1967.
Newsweek coverage, continued in the June 12th issue, was more
superficial. The lead article reported that diplomats "scurried between
capitals, met in emergency session at the United Nations. "23' The article
explained President Johnson's efforts to resolve the crisis:
In the U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg pushed for a Security
Council resolution backing U Thant's plea for a breathing spell and
an end to "acts of belligerence"--presumably including the Tiran
blockade... Though U.S. officials from Dean Rusk down publicly
professed hope for United Nations action, seasoned hands privately
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.

Id.
Middle East, supranote 224, at 47.
Id.
The Arabs vs. Israel: Twenty Years of Crisis,NEWSWEEK, June 5, 1967, at 43.
Id.
A Strait That Pinches Big Powers,NEWSWEEK, June 12, 1967, at 25.
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despaired of any meaningful results. The U.S. and Great Britain
canvassed non-Communist maritime nations to sign a declaration
affirming the principle of free passage on international
waterways-and pledging the signers to assert the right for their
own ships. The move got a mostly disappointing response from the
major sea powers...
Although the coverage in the June 12th issue was brief, overall the
attention to international law in Newsweek was commendable.
The Economist's coverage, beginning on June 10, 1967, stated bluntly
that "Israeli troops liberated the U.N."2" Most of the coverage, since it
began later than the other magazines, dealt with the actual fighting in the
Six Day War, as well as the cease-fire resolution adopted by Security
Council. One article stated:
The Friends of the Middle East did make a forlorn attempt this
week to press the Administration to insist that the cease-fire should
include a return of the Israeli and Arab armies to their previous
positions, but theirs was almost a solitary voice. In fact the
Administration refused to allow any such demand in the Security
Council resolution and Mr. Arthur Goldberg successfully pressed
the Russian delegates to drop it.24
The British government also requested a simple cease-fire resolution, and
even if the United Nations failed to agree on a cease-fire, some of them
"believed that the immediate call for one would give the United States and
Britain the2 moral right to intervene if Israel looked in danger of being
overrun.

' 24

The majority of the international legal coverage in the Economist dealt
with the bargaining between Russia and the United States in the United
Nations. Referring to the unanimous cease-fire resolution by the Security
Council, the article stated:
In the narrowest definition it was a victory of the arguments of the
United States Ambassador to the U.N., Mr. Arthur Goldberg, over
those of Russia and India, whose ambassadors had for two days
contended that Israel should be formally condemned for its

239.
240.
241.
242.

Id. at 26.
We Just Want to Teach Them a Lesson, ECONOMIST, June 10, 1967, at 1091.
The Americans Play It Cool, ECONOMIST, June 10, 1967, at 1096.
Westminister: Who's Pro What?, ECONOMIST, June 10, 1967, at 1096.
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aggression and should certainly not be left in possession of the
battlefields to enjoy its fruits.243
The article continued by explaining that establishing any effective U.N.
presence would be hard because Israel "had found its attitude to the U.N.'s
peace-keeping functions 'traumatically affected' by the month's events."2 "
Israel's foreign minister suggested "that the U.N. and the big powers
should stay in the background while the Middle East governments 'embark
on more direct contacts with each other."' 245 The article concluded by
stating the opinion that only the United Nations will be able to solve these
types of problems. 2" In comparison to other events, the Economist's
coverage of the Six Day War was brief and generally ignored the
international legal dimensions.
G. North Korea/Pueblo1968
On January 23, 1968 North Korea seized the U.S.S. Pueblo and its 83man crew in Wonsan Bay. Given the backdrop of the North Korean and
South Korean problems in the 1950s, "the continued rise of North Korean
violence in 1968 was certainly to be expected . . . what was not
'
anticipated, however, was the exceedingly bold form it would take."247
North Korea claimed "an American imperialist spy ship with its entire
crew had been caught 'red-handed' in North Korean territorial waters
while conducting espionage and other hostile operations. ' 2" The United
States:
categorically denied the North Korean charges, insisting that the
ship was over 16 nautical miles from land-at least four miles
outside the 12-mile limit that North Korea claims for its territorial
waters. Py6ngyang responded by producing what it called the
"confession" of Commander Lloyd M. Bucher, captain of the
Pueblo,acknowledging the North Korean claims. However, the text
of the confession.., bore obvious marks of fabrication. 249

243. Russia's Switch at the UN, ECONOMIST, June 10, 1967, at 1100.

244. Id.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.

Id.
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B.C. Koh, The Pueblo Incident in Perspective,9 ASIAN SURv. 272 (1969).
Id. at 273.
Id.
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Commander Bucher eventually said that he "signed the confession only
Koreans that his
after being savagely tortured and threatened by North' 250
entire crew would be shot before his eyes, one by one.
The United States made it clear that it wanted a peaceful solution and
the release of the hostages. The terms of the final settlement were
"bizarre" in that they included "not only an admission by the U.S. of its
alleged guilt but also an advance oral repudiation of the admission."' The
hostages were eventually released, although they were believed to have
been severely tortured by the North Koreans. The major question in the
incident was whether the Pueblo had entered territorial waters.
The relevant legal issues involved in the seizure of the U.S.S. Pueblo
were set forth in a telegram sent February 8, 1968 from Secretary of State
Rusk to all diplomatic posts. 252 The ship was seized a little more than
fifteen nautical miles from the nearest land, although the geographic
situation of Wonsan Bay "is such as to warrant treating the bay as internal
waters. '253 The outer limits "of the territorial waters would, therefore, be
measured from a straight line across the mouth of Wonsan Bay or from
Ung Do Island, to the extent measurement from the island increases the
area within the territorial sea." ' The United States assumed that North
Korea claimed twelve miles in line with the claims of other communist
countries, although the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo has "reported several
fishing boat incidents in which North Korean authorities appeared to claim
a 70 mile jurisdiction-apparently for fishing purposes only., 255 The
U.S.S. Pueblo
was a commissioned vessel of the United Sates Navy and therefore
entitled to the immunities recognized by article eight of the 1958
Convention on the High Seas. Absolute immunity from any
jurisdiction other than that of the flag state is, of course, the
traditional rule of international law, and the fact that North Korea
is not a party to the 1958 convention is irrelevant. The United States
Government recognizes only the three-mile limit ...Thus from the
United States view of international law, even if the Pueblo had been

250. Id.
251. Id.at274.
252. Contemporary Practiceof the UnitedStates Relating to InternationalLaw, 62 AM. J.
INT'L L. 756 (1968) [hereinafter ContemporaryPractice].
253. Id
254. Id
255. Id.
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at the position alleged by North Korea
(7.1 miles offshore), it would
256
still have been on the high seas.
Furthermore, even if the Pueblo had been in the territorial waters of North
Korea, its "seizure would have been improper," based on the fact that "the
seizure of foreign war ships or other attacks upon them are much too
257
dangerous and provocative acts to be permitted by international law.i
This particular restriction on the use of force "by a coastal state is set forth
in article twenty-three of the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea,
which authorities, as the sole remedy" require a war ship "to leave the
territorial sea." 28
Coverage of the Pueblo incident began in US. News & World Report

on February 5, 1968. Part of the problem in analyzing media coverage of
this event was that most of the information regarding the seizure, and in
particular the international legal issues, was almost invisible during the
first few weeks following the event. U.S. News & World Report's lead
article stated, "Warlike moves by North Korea-with penetrations of
South Korea in violation of truce agreements, and in seizure on the high
seas of an American naval vessel-forced the emergency call-up" of U.S.
army reserves.25 9 The coverage of the international legal issues was very
brief; most of the articles concentrated on explaining the factual details of
the seizure. The official U.S. reaction, as stated by Secretary of State Dean
Rusk, was "that the Pueblo incident could be considered an act of war."2'
One article mentioned only that the US.S. Pueblo was believed to have
been in international waters, but offered no explanation of nature of
various maritime zones.26'
Other articles focused only on the release of the crew that was being
held hostage in North Korea. One article stated that the U.N. Security
Council had met, but offered no other details about discussions held.
Another article included the text of a statement made by President Johnson
on January 26th, "we are very shortly today taking the question before the
'
Security Council of the United Nations."262
These two brief references,

256. Id.
257. ContemporaryPractice,supra note 252, at 757.

258.
259.
260.
261.

Id.
Now a Bigger War Threat in Asia?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. Feb. 5, 1968, at 23.
Id. at 24.
How Communists Captureda U.S. Warship, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Feb. 5, 1968,

at 24.
262. How LBJ Reacted to Reds' "Wanton andAggressiveAct, " U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP.,
Feb. 5, 1968, at 26.
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oblique as they are, were the only details of international law found in U.S.
News & World Report's coverage.
- Time began its coverage of the incident on February 2, 1968, stating
"Despite persuasive evidence that Pueblo had not ventured over the
twelve-mile limit claimed by North Korea as its territorial waters,
Pyongyang insisted that the ship had intruded into the territorial waters of
the Republic and was carrying out hostile activities."263 The seizure used
international signal flags; Korea's PT boat asked the Pueblo'snationality
and when she identified herself as American, the Korean ship told Pueblo
"to seize or she would open fire, when upon the Pueblo replied that she
was in international waters." 264
In addition, the article repeated that U.S. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg
called on the U.N. Security Council, "to act with the greatest urgency lest
the U.S. be forced to seek other courses which the U.N. charter reserves
to member states."265 The article continued reporting a Radio Pyongyang
broadcast that described an interview with Commander Bucher. A voice
replied, "Yes, I admit. I have no excuse whatsoever. Our espionage acts
are plain acts of aggression and criminal acts that violated the rudimental
norms of international law." 2' Although this confession was believed to
have been false, or at least forced by torture, the communist party
newspaper, Nodong Simmun, also stated, "The criminals who encroach
upon others' sovereignty . . . must receive deserving punishment."2 67
Time's coverage provided no explanation of international law issues
involved.
Newsweek's coverage of the Puebloincident was not much better, only
indirectly touching on international law. One article detailed Bucher's
questionable confession, stating that he "allegedly admitted that he worked
for the Central Intelligence Agency and that the
Pueblo had violated North
Korean waters in a sheer act of aggression."2 The article also explained
that the U.N. Security Council was meeting to discuss the week's events.269
The article reported in some detail about U.S. Ambassador Goldberg's
account of the incident:

263.
264.
265.
266.

The War: The Impotence ofPower, TIME, Feb. 2, 1968, at 11.
Id. at 12.
Id. at 16.
Id. at 17.

267. Id.
268. Prometheus Bound, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 5, 1968, at 20.
269. Id.
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that the Pueblo had not violated North Korean waters. Indeed, he
said, the Korean transmission themselves positioned the Pueblo at
a point I mile further offshore. He urged immediate U.N. action...,
Goldberg, in fact, wanted the Security Council to mediate between
the U.S. and North Korea. His hope was that the North Koreans
would be willing to render unto the United Nations what they so far
have been unwilling
to render unto the United States-namely, the
270
83 Americans.
This brief explanation given above was the extent of international legal
coverage of the Pueblo incident in Newsweek.
The Economist's coverage was slightly better, and focused on the U.N.
role. An article described that Americans "worked steadily through all the
available international mechanisms, from the Red Cross to the group of 16
countries whose troops fought under the United Nations flag in the Korean
War."27 1 The article also explained the U.N. Commission on Korean
reunification that
called for nation-wide free elections, and approved the retention in
South Korea of residual UN forces (almost entirely American) as
long as may prove necessary. A resolution covering these points
was duly adopted last November, after a familiar tussle about
inviting North Korea to take part in the debate, and after a less
usual, more ominous, report (presented by Mr. Goldberg) had
shown that armistice violations and similar incidents had multiplied
twelvefold in 1967's first ten months.272
During the Security Council debate, North Korea announced that "it was
utterly illegal and that any resolution it might produce would be null and
void., 27 ' A later article dated February 10, 1968, stated only that "Mr.
Rusk and Mr. McNamara conceded on television that they could not be
absolutely certain that the Pueblo had not been in North Korean waters."274
The Economist lacked any in-depth coverage of international legal issues.
Overall, international legal dimensions of the Pueblo barely made it onto
the radar screens of any of the four magazines.

270.
271.
272.
273.
274.

Id. at 23.
Who'll Talk to Pyongyang?, ECONOMIST, Feb. 3, 1968, at 11.
Id.
Id.
South Korea: Fire in Their Bellies, ECONOMIST, Feb. 10, 1968, at 26.
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H. Cod War-1973

There have been several cod wars, the first occurring in 1958, when
Iceland extended its exclusive fishery jurisdiction to twelve nautical
miles.275 This extension restricted Britain's traditional fishing interests off
the coast of Iceland, and led to the deployment of British destroyers to the
Icelandic waters." 6 The Cod War of 1973 resulted from Iceland once again
extending its exclusive fishery zone, this time to 50 nautical miles, on
September 1, 1972.27 The United Kingdom sent its destroyers in May

1973, after confrontations
occurred between British trawlers and the
27
Icelandic Coast Guard.
The fundamental problem in dealing with international law of the sea
was that "boundaries between states are not yet well settled, and even
where they are established by law or custom they are not visible."279 As
Nils Petter Gleditsch wrote:
The fluidity of any sea boundary makes it more conflict-prone than
an established land boundary. Moreover, fish stocks straddle
national boundaries and migrate across them with the season, with
no concern for the consequences for human conflict. It is not
surprising,
then, that international fisheries should be ridden with
20
conflict.
The use of the term "war" to describe this event is unfortunate given the
fact international law deals extensively with real war."2 " The principal
legal issue in this particular Cod War was whether Iceland had the right to
increase its fishing zone, and whether the United Kingdom had a right to
send destroyers in to protect its interests.
Coverage of the Cod War of 1973 was limited. There was no coverage
of the event in US. News & WorldReport or Maclean 's, and the coverage
in the other magazines was very brief. Time began its coverage of the Cod
War on June 4, 1973. The only article on the event, "Cold Water
275. Frederic L. Kirgis, NATO Consultationsas a Component ofNationalDecisionmaking,
73 AM. J INT'L L. 386 (1979).
276. Id.
277. Id.
278. Id.
279. Nils Petter Gleditsch, Armed Conflict andtheEnvironment:A Critique ofthe Literature,
35 J. PEACE REs. 390 (1998).

280. Id.
281. Id. War has been "defined as a conflict with more than 1,000 dead," and in this sense a
term such as "Cod war" was a "misnomer." These "conflicts typically involve a private party," such
as a fishing vessel, "against representatives of another state."
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Confrontation," stated "Britain, a member of NATO, dispatched three
gunships into what Iceland, a fellow NATO member, regards as its own
territorial waters., 28 2 The article continues by explaining that the conflict
started in September 1972, when Iceland "unilaterally extended its
sovereignty from twelve to 50 miles out to sea, and declared the area off
limits to foreign trawlers."283 London immediately
rejected Iceland's right
24
"to extend its sovereignty unilaterally." 8
In addition, the article explained that Britain suggested bringing the
dispute either to the ICJ or to the 14-member North-East Atlantic Fisheries
Commission. 85 On the other hand, Iceland wanted to "take the dispute
before next year's U.N.-sponsored Conference on the Law of the
Sea... "28 The only other comment even remotely related to international
law was Iceland's contention that while "their NATO allies violate the 50mile boundary, Eastern European and Soviet ships respect it."2 7 Time's
coverage was extremely brief, only two pages, and failed to discuss the
international legal issues involved in the boundary dispute.
Newsweek covered the event only briefly and did not discuss any
international legal issues. One article mentioned that the Cod War was
between NATO allies Iceland and Great Britain but did not elaborate.288
Another article quoted Iceland's Prime Minister, Olafur Johannesson, who
stated "What I regard as most serious, is that Britain, a NATO country, has
attacked its ally.., with its armed might."289 The article continued by
explaining that it was Iceland's concern over its cod supply that caused the
country "to claim jurisdiction over the waters up to 50 miles off its
coast--a significant extension of its authority from the 12-mile limit
proclaimed in 1958. '29" The ICJ also issued an "interim ruling that
supports the British right to fish in the disputed area." 29' This brief
reference to the ICJ, Newsweek's only foray into international law,
certainly was a squandered opportunity to explain the role and nature of
the I.C.J. in an area of international law that was to become very important
for the World Court.

282. Cold Water Confrontation,TIME, June 4, 1973, at 37.
283. Id.

284. Id.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.

Id.
Id.
Cold Water Confrontation,supra note 282, at 38.
The Iceland Summit, NEWSWEEK, June 4, 1973, at 37.
Iceland: The Fish-and-ChipsWar, NEWSWEEK, June 4, 1973, at 39.

290. Id.
291. Id.
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The Economist'scoverage also was very brief, totaling only two pages,
and providing no details about international law. The Economist did begin
earlier than the others, on May 19, 1973. The first article stated that
Iceland's case had been weakened "by its refusal to take part in plans to
control fishing rights on an international basis."292 In addition, at the
North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission meeting in London the same
week, Iceland alone "vetoed the proposal to fix international quotas for the
fish catches on banks outside existing (12-mile) territorial limits." 293
Another article dealt with the fact that Iceland's Prime Minister, Olafur
Johannesson, might take the matter to the U.N. Security Council, and
refused to heed "the Hague court's" unanimous decision to "grant
injunctions restraining Iceland from imposing its extended limits."2 6" Other
than a few vague references, the Economist did not even mention
international law even though this was a major issue in the United
Kingdom. Overall the coverage of the Cod War in all the magazines is
quite disappointing.

I. IranHostage Situation-1979
On November 4, 1979, a group of Iranian militants attacked the
American Embassy in Tehran and took some sixty Americans hostage.295
The de facto Head of Iran, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the Foreign
Minister, the commander of the Revolutionary Guard, the public
prosecutor, and the judiciary all "announced their approval and support of
these actions within a matter of 24 hours."206 President Carter responded
by issuing Proclamation 4702 on November 12, 1979 that "embargoed
importation into U.S. customs territory of any crude oil produced in
Iran..." 297 Two days later, on November 14, in response to reports that
the Government of Iran was about to withdraw its funds from the United
States, "the President issued Executive Order 12170, declaring a national
emergency to deal with the threat to the national security caused by the
situation in Iran and blocked all Iranian governmental property."2 9
The seizure of an embassy is about as clear a violation of international
law as one can imagine and the taking of hostages compounded the

292. War in the Northern Seas, ECONOMIST, May 19, 1973, at 104.
293. Id.
294. Out of the FryingPan, ECONOMIST, May 26, 1973, at 37.
295. Marian L. Nash, ContemporaryPracticeofthe United States Relatingto International
Law, 74 AM. J. INT'L L. 427 (1980).
296. Id.
297. Id.
298. Id. at 428.
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illegality. Since the matter reached ICJ, we have an excellent lens through
which to view the legal issues. The United States asked the ICJ to declare:
That the Government of Iran, in tolerating, encouraging, and failing
to prevent and punish the conduct described in the preceding
Statement of Facts, violated its international legal obligations to the
United States as provided by Articles 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 31, 37, and
47 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations... 2 99
Further, the United States demanded reparations and "prosecution of those
persons responsible for the crimes committed against the premises and
staff of the United States Embassy... ,,300
In response to the U.S. request, and several appeals from Iran, the ICJ
issued provisional measures of protection in December 1979, in the matter
of the United States of America against the Islamic Republic of Iran:
The Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran should
immediately ensure that the premises of the United States Embassy,
Chancery and Consulates be restored to the possession of the
United States authorities under their exclusive control . . .The
Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran should ensure the
immediate release, without any exception, of all persons of United
States nationality who are or have been held in the Embassy of the
United States of America or in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Tehran.
301
Moreover, the Court stated that although the Islamic revolution was a
matter "essentially and directly within the national sovereignty of Iran,"
a dispute "which concerns diplomatic and consular premises and the
detention of internationally protected persons" falls within international
jurisdiction. 3 2 The ICJ took into account not only the Vienna Conventions,
but also the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes
against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents, of
1973, to which both the United States and Iran are party.3 3

299. Id.
300. Order of 15-Provisional Measures (U.S. v. Iran), 1979 I.C.J. (Dec.).

301. Id.
302. Case ConcerningUnitedStates DiplomaticandConsularStaffin Tehran, 74 AM. J. INT'L
L. 273 (1980).
303. Id. at 276.
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U.S. News & World Report began extensive coverage on the Iran
hostage situation on November 26, 1979. 3 4 Although the articles are quite
lengthy,0 5 they contained few references to any aspect of international
law. The first article briefly mentioned the United Nations, and that the
Security Council "unanimously" urged Iran "to free the hostages without
delay. ' 306 The United States and its allies also prevented "Iran from taking
its case to the United Nations Security Council until the hostages were
released."3 7 Other references to international law revolved around the U.S.
deportation of Iranian students who were in the country illegally. In a
question and answer format, an article addresses the issue of whether the
U.S. government can single out one nationality for "special scrutiny
leading to deportation" with the statement, "Federal officials say such
action is legal. Others believe the drive could be overruled by the
courts."30 The question of asylum for Iran students was also addressed
when the article explained that in order to be "given asylum, a person
would have to show that he or she would be personally threatened if
deported." 3" Questions of deportation and asylum are part of international
law, but more pertinent elements were ignored.
Another article contained some references to international law, but only
indirectly, that is, in the form of quotations from President Carter:
This is an act of terrorism-totally outside the bounds of
international law and diplomatic tradition ... The principle of
inviolability of embassies is understood and accepted by nations
everywhere, and it is particularly important to smaller nations
which have no recourse to economic or military power. 10
Other articles referred to the accusations of Iran made against the Shah,
who was in the United States for medical treatment. Iran's prosecutor
general charged the Shah with killing, torturing, and imprisoning
thousands of innocent people as well as with "wasting and squandering"
public funds.3 ' From the point of international law, the issue of the Shah
was not discussed, except in one article that suggested a solution might be
304. Chronicle ofConfrontation,U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP., Nov. 26, 1979, at 30.
305. Id.

306. Id.
307. Id. at 32.
308. How Tough Can US. Get onStudents?, U.S.NEWS&WoRLDREP., Nov. 26, 1979, at3l.

309. Id.
310. Carter's Blunt Talk, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Nov. 26, 1979, at 32.
311. The Shah's Crimes-What Accusers Claim, U.S. NEWS& WORLD REP., Dec. 3, 1979, at
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the "establishment of an international tribunal that would weigh charges
against the Shah."3 2
Like US. News & World Report's coverage, Time quoted from
President Carter. In reference to the seizure of the U.S. embassy in Iran,
the President stated, "This is an act of terrorism totally outside the bounds
of international law and diplomatic tradition... ."313 Time also discussed
the possible extradition of the Shah with a quotation from Hassan Habibi,
spokesman for the Revolutionary Council, who said, "We are asking for
the extradition of an international criminal, and the U.S. cannot long

continue its aggressive reaction to our demand."" 4 Another article also
contained quotes by Mohammed Javad Bahonar, a leading figure in Iran's
Revolutionary Council. With rhetoric that would please Lenin, Castro, or
Mao, Bahonar stated:
Your insistence on the legalistic aspects of the embassy siege is
specious. The Revolutionary Council did not do it. You deserve the
credit for unleashing this rebellion. Don't talk to me about whether
the siege is right or wrong ...The Islamic canon recognizes the

right of an oppressed people, faced by a government that cites the
law in order to betray justice, to rebellion. The Iranian people's
occupation
of the U.S. embassy falls squarely within this
3 15
principle.
In addition, when questioned about the legality of extraditing the Shah to
Iran, Bahonar said that since the Shah "has broken the law of the U.S. as
well," the Americans should be eager for the Shah to stand trial for his
crimes.316 Another article addressed the legal issue of the United States
providing sanctuary. The article stated "No matter what the Iranians say,
there is ample historical precedent for the U.S. to give sanctuary to the
Shah, even on a temporary basis... Largely because of the vagaries of
extradition treaties, which vary from country to country... 3 7 There also
was ample "historical precedent for the Iranian students' assault on the
U.S. embassy in Tehran."3 8" Robert Beers, executive director of the
American Foreign Service Association, wrote that under the "tenets of

312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.

US. Builds for a Showdown, U.S. NEWS & WoRLD REP., Dec. 3, 1979, at 29.
Iran: The Test of Wills, TIME, Nov. 26, 1979, at 21.
Id. at24.
A Mullah's View: "No Deal, Sir, "TIME, Nov. 26, 1979, at 31.
Id.
The Old Rules Don 't Apply, TIME, Nov. 26, 1979, at 38.
Id.
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diplomatic immunity anyone accredited to another country as a diplomat
is entitled to the protection of the host government. 31 9
The December 3, 1979 edition of Time addressed whether or not
putting the American hostages on trial in Iran would be legal under
international law. According to the article, "trials of the hostages would be
an absolute violation of international law. 3 20 The trials would be illegal
because "accredited diplomats have immunity against being tried by the
host country. 3 21 In addition, "If they are suspected of espionage, the
normal procedure is to declare them personanon grata(unwelcome) and
order them to leave the country. 3 22 The article also referred to President
Carter's warning that "other remedies" available to the United States were
"explicitly recognized in the charter of the United Nations. '3 23 Time stated
that this reference:
was to Articles 42 and 51 of the charter. Article 42 empowers the
Security Council to authorize "demonstrations, blockade and other
operations by air, sea or land forces" of member nations to restore
peace and security. Article 51 recognizes "the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs
against a member of the United Nations" before the Security
Council has time to respond. Under international law, an embassy
is considered part of the territory of the nation maintaining that
embassy; thus the Iranian seizure of the embassy in Tehran could
be considered an armed attack on the U.S. itself.3 24
Time's international legal coverage was good, much more extensive than
that of U.S. News & World Report, but would have benefited from more
discussion of the extradition of the Shah.
Newsweek's November 26th edition contained the same quotation from
President Carter denouncing the seizure of the Embassy in Iran as outside
the bounds of international law. 25 Newsweek did address an issue
neglected by the other magazines, the U.S. freezing of Iranian holdings in
overseas American banks. 26 C. Edward McConnell of Keefe, Bruyette &

319. Id.
320. Angry Attacks on America, TIME, Dec. 3, 1979, at 27-28.
321. Id. at 28.

322. Id.
323.
324.
325.
326.

Id.
Id.
US. vs. Iran: Calm but Tough, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 26, 1979, at 34.
The Money Freeze, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 26, 1979, at 36.
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Woods, Inc. wrote that "[a]ll the legalities will be determined later...,,327
The article also noted that there is "ample precedent for freezing foreign
owned assets when they are held within the U.S.," but most financial
experts "insisted last week that the U.S. could not legally freeze dollars in
overseas accounts, since those assets
are first subject to the laws of the
328
country in which they are held.
Another article discussed how the United States and Iran had
fundamentally different views of the situation. The United States
demanded the release of the hostages and emphasized "that seizure of the
embassy violated all the laws of diplomacy," while the Iranians "want the
dying Shah handed over to them and cannot understand why the U.S.
provides shelter for a man whom they consider a criminal on par with
Hitler., 329 A teacher in Iran was quoted as saying, "Iran realized that the
take-over of the U.S. Embassy was an illegal act, but they seized the
embassy out of despair. 33 0 An article quoted the Swiss Ambassador
stating "[tihere has been a grave breach of international law that must be
put right.",33 ' A later article from the December 3rd edition, quoted Neal
Robinson "I believe it was a violation of international custom and
international law to sack an embassy the way they did... [but] based on
their beliefs their feelings with regard to the actions of the Shah, they feel
totally justified.s3 32 These examples show that, while hardly ignored,
international law seldom was a principal focus.
One article that did deal directly with international law, entitled, "The
Shah's future," and addressed the issue of his extradition, began "[t]here
is no legal way for the U.S. to hand the deposed Shah of Iran over to
Ayatollah Khomeini-even if it wished to, ' 3 33 and explained that there is
"no extradition treaty between the U.S. and Iran, and U.S. law specifically
prohibits extradition without a treaty. ' 334 Another issue was the Shah's
fortune; former Attorney General, Ramsey Clark, advised "the Khomeini
regime the money might be regained through the U.S. courts," but many
legal experts disagreed. 335 Because the money was acquired in Iran and not

327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.

Id.
Id. at 37.
Iran's Martyr Complex, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 26, 1979, at 40.
Id.
U.S. vs. Iran: Calm But Tough, supra note 325, at 45.
The Mounting War of Nerves, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 3, 1979, at 47.
The Shah's Future,NEWSWEEK, Dec. 3, 1979, at 55.
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in the United States, one international legal expert speculated "[t]he
chances of success are next to zilch.., it has never been done. 336
The Economist's coverage began slightly earlier, on November 17,
1979. The coverage was much briefer, totaling only several pages. The
lead article addressed the possible extradition of the Shah:
Even were the American disposed to agree that the Shah was a
criminal, as the Iranians insist, the two countries have no
extradition treaty. And no extradition request has been received in
Washington. Legalities aside, pushing out the Shah became
politically unthinkable as soon as the embassy was seized.337
The article also discussed the possible deportation of Iranian immigrants
stating that "immigration lawyers could think of almost no precedent for
singling out a group" in the manner that the United States was. 33' The
Economist devoted considerable attention to the issue of the U.S. freezing
of Iranian assets. One article stated that President Carter's action "to freeze
Iranian assets was taken under the International Emergency Economic
Powers and National Emergencies acts. , 339 Another article speculated that
the situation could "spark immense legal complications," because it might
"trigger cross-default clauses in Iranian loan agreements so that loans to
Iran by banks of all countries would be affected." 3 ' Another legal problem
was "whether the American authorities can legally block deposits held by
American banks overseas." ' The United States wanted the banks "to give
the laws of their host country precedence over the law of their home
country. '342 The Economist's coverage was brief concentrating more on
economic concerns, rather than international law per se.
Maclean's also briefly dealt with the event, but devoted only a few
pages with not one reference to international law. Overall, the U.S.
magazines provided much more extensive coverage of the Iran hostage
situation, not surprising considering it was the U.S. embassy that was
overrun. However, even the magazines that provided more extensive
coverage often missed opportunities given that this event was an excellent
opportunity to elucidate several important aspects of international law.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.

Id.
America's Blood ApproachesBoiling-Point,ECONOMIST, Nov. 17, 1979, at 27.
Id. at 28.
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J. British Invasion of the Falklands-1982
On April 2, 1982, Argentine forces invaded the Malvinas, otherwise
known as the Falkland Islands. The U.N. Security Council met
immediately and "discussed a draft resolution presented by the
representative of the United Kingdom."343 The Falkland Islands had been
under British rule since 1833, generally reflective of the will of the
residents of the islands. The U.N. Security Council "demanded an
immediate withdrawal of all Argentine forces from the islands and called
upon both Argentina and the United Kingdom to seek a diplomatic
solution to the fundamental dispute." '3 Britain viewed the Argentine
invasion of the islands as a totally unacceptable violation of its
sovereignty.
The British government invoked Article 51 of the U.N. Charter ("the
inherent right of individual and collective self-defense" and initiated
"military preparations with the objective of securing the withdrawal of the
Argentine forces from the islands, in case of noncompliance with the
' 5 "Argentina argued that,
demand issued by the Security Council. 'M
although it was willing to consider settlement of the dispute with Great
Britain, sovereignty over the Falkland Islands was nonnegotiable." '3
Argentina's argument was that the Malvinas "were part of its national
territory, which Great Britain had illegally occupied by an act of
aggression, that is, by the use of force since 1833; therefore, a British
invasion to recapture the island would also constitute an act of
aggression."34
Another issue involving international law is whether the economic
sanctions by the United States against Argentina were legal under
international law. Sanctions taken against Argentina included:
(1) Suspension of all military exports and security assistance to
Argentina;
(2) withholding of certification of Argentine eligibility for military
sales;
(3) suspension of new Export-Import Bank credits and guarantees;
and
343. Domingo Acevedo, The US. Measures againstArgentinaResultingfrom the Malvinas
Conflict, 78 AM. J. INT'L L. 323 (1984).
344. Id. at 324.
345. Id.
346. Id.
347. Id.
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(4) suspension of Commodity Credit Corporation guarantees.Y3
International misconduct "is not automatically subject to unilateral
sanctions by third state, not even in those cases where such misconduct has
been established by the international community."3' 9 Although the United
States had "an interest in the maintenance of peace," it was not a
• "contender in the dispute between Great Britain and Argentina, nor was it
directly affected by the invasion of a territory that Argentina claims to be
its own.""35 Furthermore, the failure of Argentina to accept a compromise
contrary to its national interest does "not seem to constitute valid grounds
for application of unilateral
coercive measures under the prevailing rules
35
of international law.",
Another international law issue centered on the Inter-American Treaty
of Reciprocal Assistance (the Rio Treaty), although the United Kingdom
was not a party to the treaty. Article 8 of the treaty is essentially the same
as Articles 41 and 42 of the U.N. Charter, and provides for "recall of
chiefs of diplomatic missions; breaking of diplomatic relations; breaking
of consular relations.., and use of armed force."3 2 In accordance with
Article 3 of the Rio Treaty, if there "is an armed attack... the Organ of
Consultation is to meet immediately to agree on the measure which must
be taken to assist the victim or those which should be taken for the
common defense and the maintenance of peace and security on the
continent. 3 3 A state that invokes the right of self-defense must:
justify unilateral economic sanctions.., would have to show it was
reacting to a delict by another state, posing an immediate danger to
its security or independence in a situation affording no alternative
means of protection and, lastly, that the reaction was proportionate
to the harm threatened. 54
In accordance with the right of self-defense, measures taken "by a state in
response to unlawful conduct are strictly protective or preventive in
purpose and not punitive." 55

348.
349.
350.
351.
352.
353.
354.
355.

Acevedo, supra note 343, at 326.
Id. at 344.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 329.
Acevedo, supranote 343, at 329.
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Coverage of the invasion of the Falklands began in US. News & World
Report on April 12, 1982. This edition included only one brief article, less
than a page. The article stated only that "Argentine marines stormed
ashore from a naval fleet to seize the islands" and that "attackers
overwhelmed the tiny garrison of 80 British marines and the 1,800
Falklanders of British stock who inhabited the islands."3 6 The article
provided no explanation of any issues of international law. Coverage
continued on April 19th, explaining that Prime Minister of Great Britain,
Margaret Thatcher, "insisted she would agree to no negotiations until
Argentina complies with a United Nations resolution calling for
withdrawal of its invasion forces from the Falldands."3 " This particular
article contained little explanation of the issues of sovereignty except
noting "the irony.. .that the British have sought to get rid of the Falkland
Islands, which they have ruled since 1833 ...but they have been thwarted
mainly by the inhabitants, who are determined to resist any move that
would bring them under Argentine authority. 358 No explanation was
provided about British acquisition of the Falkland Islands in the first place.
Similarly, Time provided almost no explanation of issues dealing with
international law. The lead article on April 12th stated only that the

Argentine government "speedily appointed a military governor for the
captured territory and declared its sovereignty over the Falkland. ,359 The
article went on to explain that at an "emergency session, the United
Nations Security Council voted 10 to 1 in favor of a British draft
resolution demanding Argentine withdrawal from the Falklands.",360 The
April 19th edition ignored the event entirely. Overall, coverage of
international law was meager.
Newsweek's coverage of the invasion of the Falklands was slightly

more extensive, although it still neglected major issues dealing with
international law. The lead article began by stating "Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher severed relations with Argentina over the 'wanton act'

and called for help from the United Nations Security Council, which late
in the week adopted a resolution demanding that Argentina withdraw its
forces immediately. 361 The article did mention some issues of sovereignty
including "the nation's [Argentina] ancient claim that Argentina inherited
the Falklands and their dependencies-South Georgia and the South

356. FalklandsCrisisin the South Atlantic, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Apr. 12, 1982, at 13.

357. A Bizarre Crisis That Worries US., U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Apr. 19, 1982, at 24.
358.
359.
360.
361.

Id. at 25.
George Russell, Gunboats in the South Atlantic, TIME, Apr. 12, 1982, at 42.
Id.
South Atlantic: Battlefor the Falklands,NEWSWEEK, Apr. 12, 1982, at 50.
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Sandwich Islands-from Spain and that England illegally seized them in
1833." 62
The April 19th edition of Newsweek provided a few details that
indirectly pertain to international law. One article stated "if Britain called
off its fleet and acknowledged Argentine sovereignty over the Falklands,
Argentina would withdraw its occupation force and negotiate on an
arrangement acceptable to the British. 36 3 No further explanation was
given as to the international legal implications of a country's sovereignty.
The article did mention the 1947 Rio Treaty:
The Administration [U.S.] worried that the Latin nations might try
to use the 1947 Rio Treaty against Britain. It provides for united
efforts to repulse outside intervention in the Americas. The United
States can hardly ally itself against Britain; but to reject a Rio
Treaty bid would do serious harm to U.S. relations in its own
hemisphere. 3"
Another article contended "there is no question that Britain has a proper
case against Argentina, which has illegally used force against one of its
possessions. ' ' 36' Although several legal issues were touched upon,
Newsweek gave no detailed explanation of the international law related to
the invasion.
The Economist's coverage was more extensive, but the thoroughness
of the articles may have been due more to the salience of the event for
Great Britain than to the magazine's love of international law. One article
began by explaining the invasion stating that twenty-two marines from the
Falklands are in custody and "that they will be treated as 'interlopers' on
Argentine territory and not as prisoners of war."3 " In addition, the article
quoted Prime Minister Thatcher, who implied, "the long-term interests of
the islanders themselves might have to be subordinate to the need to reestablish the principle of the rule of international law. 3 67 Another article
discusses the reactions of other countries to the events, including an
explanation that Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, and Mexico all support
Argentina's objectives, but object to the methods used.36 Also, President

362. Id. at 51.
363. Steven Strasser et al., Britannia Scorns to Yield, NEWSWEEK, Apr. 19, 1982, at 41.
364. Id. at 46.

365. Anthony Sampson, Of Principle-AndPower,NEWSWEEK, Apr. 19, 1982, at 47.
366. Will Two Weeks' Steaming Let Off the Pressure?,ECONOMIST, Apr. 10, 1982, at 19.
367. Id. at21.
368. The Reason Why?, ECONOMIST, Apr. 10, 1982, at 22.
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Reagan "declined to single out the British for threatening force; both had
threatened it... as is evident with Argentina's military landing there."36 9
The Economist also referred to several applicable treaties. First was a
discussion of the United States granting permission for Britain to use the
airfield on Ascension Island. A State Department spokesman said "the
agreement of 1962 placed an obligation on the American commander to
make the airfield available for British use upon notification, such use
therefore does not in any way constitute United States involvement."37 In
addition, the article mentioned that Mr. Nicanor Costa Mendez,
Argentina's foreign minister, spoke of invoking the Rio Treaty, which
"contains strong mutual defense wording, strong enough perhaps to deter
the British from moving against Argentine territory proper."371 But the Rio
Treaty "has the unusual feature that it expressly defers to the authority of
372
the Security Council.
Another article discussed the history of the Falkland Islands, including
several issues of sovereignty. The article stated "In 1833 a British sloop
arrived-sent, it seems, to forestall a possible American takeover-and its
commander restated the old British claim and made Argentine garrison
leave. 373 Since this intervention in 1833, Great Britain has ruled over the
Falkland Islands. In 1960, at the request of the U.N. General Assembly,
negotiations began over control of the Islands. Britain "did not accept
Argentina's claim, and stressed that the interests of the Faldanders must
'
be kept in mind."374
Coverage of the event in the April 24th issue of the Economist
contained quite a detailed explanation of international law. The lead article
included a statement that Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher had been
working to make "in the words of article 73 of the UN Charter covering
non-self-governing territories, the interests of the inhabitants of these
territories paramount.",311 In addition, the issue contained an entire article
discussing the law of the sea. The article began by noting "[i]t has now
become standard practice for coastal states to claim a sea zone of 200
nautical miles (370 kilometers) width along their shores and around even

369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.

Everybody's Friend,ECONOMIsT, Apr. 10, 1982, at 22.
Id. at 25.
Id.
Id.
Lessons ofHistory, ECONOMIST, Apr. 10, 1982, at 27.
Id.
Sail On, ECONOMIST, Apr. 24, 1982, at 13.
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the smallest islands. 'W7 6 It provided a detailed description of the
international law of the sea:
although the Falklands and their dependencies lie north of latitude
60, the limit of the area covered by the 1959 Antarctic Treaty, their
fate has a bearing on that of the frozen continent itself. The islands
and their surrounding waters command most of the approaches to
the part of Antarctica where old British claims, descended from
discoveries made in the 1820s, have been contested by both
Argentina and Chile. All claims south of the 60" line were put on
ice by the 1959 treaty. Its signatories undertook to keep Antarctica
demilitarized; to check on that, they were allowed to inspect each
others' scientific bases there. They further accepted that
exploitation of Antarctica's resources would be regulated by agreed
conventions. One of the conventions, already negotiated, extends to
large sea377areas north of 60, including the waters around South
Georgia.
This explanation of the Antarctic treaty regime had a direct bearing on the
battle over the Falklands. In addition, the article mentioned oil rights, a
major factor in Argentina's desire to possess the Falkland Islands, stating
that by the late 1960s, "the countries surrounding the North Sea and other
relatively shallow areas had mapped out their oil rights under the authority
of the 1958 United Nations Convention on the Continental Shelf,
and fears
378
of a 'scramble for Antarctica' had produced the 1959 treaty.
The Argentine desire to regain the Falklands was important not only in
the sense of territory, but more broadly because "of the Argentine presence
in the islands is that Argentina controls an area in the South Atlantic,
politically and economically.. .79 The above explanation of the Antarctic
treaties is "the plywood framework of the international law that Argentina
would have to barge through to assert its Antarctic and continental shelf
claims."38' The article also includes a discussion of the law of the sea
convention:

376. The EncirclingSea, ECONOMIST, Apr. 24, 1982, at 14. The 1982 Convention of course
carefully sets limits for EEZ around islands. See 1982 U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea,
especially Part VIII-Regime of Islands.
377. See supra note 376.
378. Id.
379. Id.

380. Id.
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At the third UN conference on the law of the sea (UNCLOS), which
has been struggling for eight years to produce a whole new legal
code, articles have been drafted which would give all coastal
countries a 12-mile territorial sea limit and allow them to fish and
extract minerals in 200-mile "exclusive economic zones." But the
zones will have a proper legal basis only when the whole code has
been completed and ratified by enough countries . . . The
conference has already agreed in principle to limit the amount of
nickel, cobalt, copper and manganese that could be sucked up from
the depths by the first-comers... the end is not yet in sight at the
sea-law marathon; and even if the conference produces a complete
treaty this year, its coming into force would still depend on it being
ratified by individual countries-which, in the circumstances, might
be a slow process.3"'
The Third U.N. Law of the Sea Conference produced a definitive treaty on
the law of the sea, although its work was not completed until 1982 and
would take a decade longer to enter into force.
Another article discussed the Rio Treaty stating that Argentina had
called for a foreign ministers' meeting of the Organization of American
States (OAS) at which it will invoke the Rio Treaty, if it can get the twothirds majority vote needed.3" 2 According to the article, "[i]n theory, this
declares that an attack against one American state should be treated as an
attack against all. In practice, the treaty is shot through with loopholes.""3 3
Similarly, another article explained that the Rio Treaty (or the interAmerican Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance), signed in Rio de Janerio in
1947, "was the first of the postwar regional alliances which for a time
served as the cornerstone of United States foreign policy."' ' In addition,
"Argentina's' case for seeking assistance under the Rio treaty might
arguably be strengthened by the fact that, before it signed 35 years ago, it
noted its claim to the Falklands.... although the Americans said at the
time that the treaty had no bearing of sovereignty."3 5 Others suggested
that the Monroe Doctrine, a declaration made by President James Monroe,
mentioned earlier in this analysis, should be invoked. The article
editorialized that the doctrine was more of "emblem than an instrument of

381. Id. at 14-15.
382. Jaw-Jaw Continues as War-War Approaches, ECONOMIST, Apr. 24, 1982, at 21.

383. Id.
384. Conservatives for Argentina, ECONOMIST, Apr. 24, 1982, at 25.
385. Id. at 26.
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foreign policy . . ."" In this instance, the Economist's analysis of

international law was far and away the best not withstanding the hyperbole
about maritime claims around small islands.
Maclean's also included coverage of the invasion of the Falkland
Islands, although much briefer than the Economist. The lead article (April
12, 1982) explained that ownership of the Falkland Islands "has been
disputed for centuries-well before Britain regained control over them
from the newly independent Argentina in 1833."3s7 Furthermore, "Britain's
claim to the islands has been backed by the islanders themselves. 388
Another article on April 19th was based on an interview with Adolfo Perez
Esquivel, who won the 1980 Nobel Peace Prize for protesting Argentina's
human rights violations. Esquivel stated:
When I talk of our rights to the territory, I'm talking about
geographical and historical facts. The islands have always belonged
to Argentina. But of course the islanders have the right to live
there... There seems to have been no effort by the British to find
a solution, though as long ago as 1960 the3 9UN approved a
resolution that proposed the end of colonialism.
These were reiterated in another lead article wherein the Argentines
claimed they inherited "the islands from the Spanish when Argentina was
granted independence in 1816."' ' The article also mentioned the Rio
Treaty again, noting that "the agreement states that if a member is
39
attacked, all other nations in the Americas-except CanadaP-will
come
'
392
to its aid, including the United States.
A possible solution mentioned
is the Haig scheme in which "Britain would immediately recognize
Argentine sovereignty in the Falklands, Argentine forces would then
withdraw and the islands would be leased back to the British for at least
25 years. 3 93 Another variation "would see the establishment of an interim
international peace-keeping force on the islands." 3" Maclean's coverage
was relatively brief and dealt little with international legal principles.

386.
387.
388.
389.
390.
391.
392.
393.
394.

Id.
Val Ross, Yet Another Assault on the Empire, MACLEAN'S, Apr. 12, 1982, at 30.
Id.
RatherActors Than Spectators, MACLEAN'S, Apr. 19, 1982, at 35.
Thomas Hopkins, Britain'sCall to War, MACLEAN'S, Apr. 19, 1982, at 32.
Canada was not yet a member of the OAS.
Hopkins, supranote 390.
Id.
Id.
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K. Invasion of Panama/ManuelNoriega-1989
On December 20, 1989, "President Bush explained that General
Manuel Noriega had declared a state of war with the United States and
' The President
publicly threatened the lives of Americans in Panama."395
said:
General Noriega's reckless threats and attacks upon Americans in
Panama created an imminent danger to the 35,000 American
citizens in Panama. As President, I have no higher obligation than
to safeguard the lives of American citizens. And that is why I
directed our Armed Forces to protect the lives of American citizens
in Panama and to bring General Noriega to justice in the United
States. I contacted the bipartisan leadership of Congress last night
and informed them of this decision, and after taking this action, I
also talked with leaders in Latin America, the Caribbean, and those
of other U.S. allies. 39
This statement followed the murder of an unarmed American serviceman
by Noriega's forces and "beatings and harassment of others. 397 On
January 3, 1990, Noriega surrendered to U.S. military authorities in
Florida.
The pivotal question was whether the U.S. invasion of Panama was
legal. Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter "embodies the authoritative
community proscription against the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any state or in any other
39 The
manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.""
United States claimed that a contextual interpretation of this article
justified its actions under the rubric of collective security.399 But some
scholars believed that:
such an expansive reading of Article 2(4) should also be rejected on
the ground that even if the promotion of a democratic form of
government were recognized as an overriding value of the
international system, military intervention is unlikely to be an

395. Ved Nanda, The Validity of United States Intervention in Panama under International
Law, 84 AM. J. INT'L LAW 494 (1990).
396. Marian Nash Leich, Contemporary Practice ofthe UnitedStates Relating to International
Law, 84 AM. J. INT'L L. 546 (1990).
397. Nanda, supra note 395, at 494.

398. Id. at 495.
399. Id. at 498.
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effective means of promoting democratic values. Foreign
intervention prevents the genuine development of democracy: if
democratic forces are well developed in the target state, they will
likely prevail without foreign assistance; if they are undeveloped or
nonexistent, a period of foreign-dominated "tutelage" is likely to
follow, which is contrary to the concept of self-determination.'
Another, equally pertinent, aspect of international law is Article 18 of the
OAS Charter that "prohibits the use of force in language even more
categorical than that of the UN Charter."' The prohibition of force covers
not only the use of armed force, "but also any other form of interference
or attempted threat against the personality of the State or against its
political, economic, and cultural elements."
The U.S. invasion of
Panama seemed to violate the letter and spirit of the OAS Charter.
On December 15th, the Panamanian legislature adopted a resolution
"formally declaring the country to be in a state of war with the United
States."° 3 According to the resolution, Panama had been prompted by U. S.
aggression. However, "the Bush administration did not seem to take these
measures seriously," and described the resolution as "another hollow step
in an attempt to force [Noriega's] rule on the Panamanian people." The
invasion was not necessary because "the state of tension existing in
Panama did not present an imminent danger to U.S. citizens. '
Another aspect of international law that must be taken into
consideration is the Panama Canal treaties. A letter from President Bush
on December 20, 1989 stated:
The deployment of U.S. Forces is an exercise of the right of selfdefense recognized in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and
was necessary to protect American lives in imminent danger and to
fulfill our responsibilities under the Panama Canal Treaties. It was

welcomed by the democratically elected government of Panama.
The military operations were ordered pursuant to my constitutional
authority with respect to the conduct of foreign relations and as

Commander in Chief.'

400. Id.
at 499.
401.
402.
403.
404.
405.
406.

Id. at 495.
Nanda, supra note 395, at 495.
Id. at 496.
Id.
Id. at 497.
Leich, supra note 405, at 396.
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Although the Panama Canal Treaty provided that Panama "as territorial
sovereign, grants to the United States for the duration of the Treaty... the
rights necessary to... protect and defend the Canal," it did not provide the
United States with the right to invade in Panama. 7 The U.S. Senate added
an amendment to the original treaty to clarify that the right to defend the
canal did not extend to a right to intervene in Panama:
This does not mean, nor shall it be interpreted as, a right of
intervention of the United States in the internal affairs of Panama.
Any United States action will be directed at insuring that the Canal
will remain open, secure, and accessible, and it shall never be
directed against the territorial integrity of political independence of
Panama.?°
The terms of the Panama Canal Treaties did not support U.S. claims of
invasion.
Furthermore, Noriega's indictment by U.S. grand juries in Miami and
Tampa, Florida "reflects the longstanding U.S. practice of asserting
extraterritorial legislative jurisdiction under the effects doctrine, or
arguably under the protective principle." 9 But the desire to bring Noriega
before courts in the United States did not justify the invasion of Panama.
According to law professor Ved Nanda, "the U.S. action was in disregard
of the pertinent norms and principles of international law on the use of
force."4 10 It is questionable whether there was any plausible international
legal basis for the U.S. invasion of Panama.
US.News & World Report began coverage of the Panama invasion on
January 8, 1990. The coverage was very brief, only a few pages. The
articles provided a simple explanation of the events leading up to the
invasion with no references to international law. Time began its coverage
of the events on January 1, 1990 stating "the Soviet Union denounced the
invasion as a violation of international law but hastily added that it saw no
reason why that should damage East-West relations."4" The lead article in
Time offered an explanation that Noriega had his "rubber-stamp People's
Assembly name him 'Maximum Leader' and declare that American

407. Nanda, supra note 395, at 501.
408. Id.

409. Id.at 501-02.
410. Id. at 502.
411. Dan Goodgame et al., Showing Muscle: With the Invasion of Panama,a Bolder-And
Riskier-Bush Foreign Policy Emerges, TIME, Jan. 1, 1990, at 21.
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2
provocations created a 'state of war' between the two countries.'
Another article covered the possible extradition of Manuel Noriega to the
United States to face trial and stated:
4

Many American officials feel that a fitting coda to Noriega's
infamous career would be his capture and extradition to the U.S. to
stand trial on the 15 drug-related and money-laundering charges
handed down by federal grand juries in Tampa and Miami in
February 1988. But to convict Noriega, prosecutors would have to
rely largely on the testimony of two convicted felons who traded
their stories for plea bargains. Moreover, Noriega's long association
with the CIA could block any successful prosecution. 3
The January 8, 1990 lead article avoided the issue of the legality of the
U.S. invasion, instead commenting "[d]espite protests against the invasion
of Panama and legal questions about U.S. justification, it is difficult to
credit the Noriega regime with real legitimacy.'"14 4 However, the article did
make brief mention of the possibility of Noriega being a political refugee
protected by international law:
The U.S. was demanding that the Vatican hand over the dethroned
dictator so that he could be flown to Florida for trial on charges of
facilitating or arranging the smuggling of drugs into the U.S.
Noriega was not a political refugee, Washington insisted, but a
common criminal fleeing prosecution... Guillermo Endara, the
U.S.-installed current President of Panama... at first declared that
there was no legal basis for extraditing Noriega to the U.S., but41later
5
found a clause in an obscure 1904 treaty that might permit it.
The article gave no details of the 1904 treaty, but did note that the U.N.
General Assembly "adopted a resolution that called the Panamanian
6 Although there were
invasion a flagrant violation of international law."'"
several references to international law, Time's coverage provided little
elaboration.
Newsweek also began its coverage of Panama on January 1, 1990, with
an explanation that any apprehension of Noriega was unlikely to be by the

412.
413.
414.
415.
416.

Id. at 23.
Did Noriega Slip Over the Edge?, TIME, Jan. 1, 1990, at 31.
Otto Friedrich, When Tyrants Fall, TIME, Jan. 8, 1990, at 26.
George J. Church, No Place to Run, TIME, Jan. 8, 1990, at 39.
Id.
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book." 7 University of Michigan law professor, Yale Kamisar, explained
that it was likely that any U.S. arrest could be finessed because of "the
well-settled principle of Male captus, bene detnetus" or in rough

translation, "Once you have the defendant, it doesn't matter how you got
him."4 s Another article discussed the reactions of Mexico and Venezuela
to the invasion. Moderate states "deplored the invasion; the Mexicans said
that 'combating international crimes cannot serve as the motive to
intervene in a sovereign nation.""'4 9 The article mentioned the
Organization of American States (OAS) that by a "vote of 20-1, the OAS
expressed 'regret' over the intervention and urged the United States to
withdraw its invasion force." '2° The article provided the results from a
survey in which 80% of Americans believed that the United States was
"justified in sending military forces to invade Panama and overthrow
Noriega," although the question did not mention the word "legal." ''
In addition, Newsweek examined the U.S. legal defense for its invasion:
two primary legal justifications for its invasion: its right, generally
recognized in international law, to protect the lives of its citizens,
and its right, conferred by the 1979 Panama Canal Treaties, to
protect the waterway. Noriega's wild talk and his assertion that a
state of war existed added up to a circumstantial case for a threat to
the lives of the 35,000 Americans living in Panama... Privately,
Pentagon officials admitted there was no tangible threat to the
Panama Canal... the real threat was to Jimmy Carter's Panama
Canal Treaties, under which the canal is to be handed over to
Panama by the end of the century.' z
The January 15, 1990 issue continued to cover the capture of Noriega.
Frank Rubino, attorney for the defendant, claimed that Noriega was
captured in violation of international law.423 The issue referred again to the
Panama Canal treaties, stating that the "interest of passing the Panama
Canal Treaties in 1977 and as a reward to Panama for taking the Shah off
its hands in December 1979, Carter officials continued to play down and
sometimes conceal Noriega's crimes."'424
417. Eloise Salholz et al., No Sympathy for the Devil, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 1, 1990, at 19.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.

Id.
Russell Watson, Invasion, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 1, 1990, at 22.
Id.
Id.
Id. at21.
Eloise Salholz et al., Noriega'sSurrender,NEWSWEEK, Jan. 15, 1990, at 14, 15.
Frederick Kempe, The NoriegaFiles,NEWSWEEK, Jan. 15, 1990, at 19, 21.
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The Economist's coverage of the invasion included only a two-page
article in its December 23, 1989 issue, well before the other magazines
began their coverage. The article stated that the Americans were now "in
the business" of "arresting people overseas who are wanted by American
' In addition, "[a] few days before the attack the administration
courts."425
made public a 'clarification' of the law, empowering American soldiers to
exercise outside their borders the police powers of arrest that they are
forbidden to exercise in the United States." 426
The lead article in Maclean's on January 1, 1990, stated that, "after
[Noriega's] handpicked parliament declared Panama to be 'in a state of
war' with the Americans on Dec. 15, his troops fatally shot an off-duty
U.S. officer in the street, wounded another and terrorized the wife of a
third."42' According to President Bush, Noriega's "reckless threats and
attacks on Americans in Panama had created an 'imminent danger' to the
35,000 U.S. citizens living there...,4." The article did include a rather
detailed description of the legality of the invasion:
Many noncongressional critics questioned the legal basis for the
invasion. "I think we ought to be straight with ourselves," said
Robert Kurz, a scholar a the Brookings Institution, a nonpartisan
Washington think-tank. "When they made the decision to invade,
I'm sure some legal advisor in the room said, 'Well, we can justify
it some way.' But the reasons offered are a fairly thin reed." U.S.
legal and foreign-affairs experts said that, while the United Nations
and the Organization of American States (OAS) charters allow
countries to take action to defend their citizens, they do not permit
one country to overthrow the government of another. The United
States could simply have evacuated its citizens from Panama or
protected them in the U.S. bases along the canal, they noted....429
The article also stated that the Soviet Union condemned the U.S. action as
"a violation of the UN charter and the universally accepted norms of
interstate relations."4' 3 In the opinion of the pro-U.S. Canadian
government, the United States "had no other option after diplomacy had

425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.

GunningforNoriega, ECONOMIST, Dec. 23, 1989, at 29.
Id.
John Bierman et al., The Panama War, MACLEAN'S, Jan. 1, 1990, at 52.
Id. at 53.
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Id.
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failed to dislodge what Prime Minister Brian Mulroney called Noriega's
'
'savage' regime."431
The January 8th issue of Maclean's contained brief coverage of the
events in Panama including a statement that the U.N. General Assembly
"adopted a resolution deploring the U.S. military intervention in Panama
as a flagrant violation of international law.""32 The issue contained only
one other vague reference to international law: "government and church
officials throughout the region have criticized the U.S. invasion of Panama
as an unwarranted interference in that country's domestic affairs."'433
Overall, coverage in Maclean's could have been better, but did make
important points about international law.
L. Elian Gonzalez-1999
On Thanksgiving Day, 1999, two young boys saw an inner tube
floating off the coast of Florida. Clinging to that inner tube was Elian
Gonzalez, a five-year-old boy who had been fleeing Cuba, and whose

mother had drowned during the trip.434 Elian's entrance into the United
States turned into an immigration battle between the United States and

Cuba. On December 10, 1999, an application on behalf of Elian was

submitted to the INS requesting asylum for Elian on "grounds of a wellfounded fear of persecution on account ofpolitical opinion or membership
in a particular social group.""
On January 3, 2000 INS General Counsel Bo Cooper issued a
memorandum stating:
After weighing the information we have gathered, we believe the
father is able to represent adequately the child's immigration
interests. Accordingly, we believe the INS should give effect to the
father's request for the return of his child by treating it as a request
for a withdrawal of Elian's application for admission.. .436
This decision was based on the fact that, "[iun immigration matters,
relationships are usually assessed under the law of the jurisdiction where

431. Id. at 57.
432. Ross Laver et al., The Last Stand, MACLEAN'S, Jan. 8, 1990, at 16, 17.
433. Id. at 18.
434. Barbara Amiel, Fighting Over a Six-Year-Old, MACLEAN'S, Dec. 20, 1999, at 19.
435. Sean D. Murphy, Contemporary Practice ofthe UnitedStates Relating to International
Law, 94 AM. J. INT'L L. 516 (2000).
436. Id. at 518.
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the relationship arose."437 Cuban law reinforced "the right of both parents
to exercise parental authority" and "[a]rticles 82 and 83 of the Family
Code of Cuba provide that minor children shall be under the authority of
their parents and that parental authority is sharing jointly by both
parents."438 Furthermore, "should one parent die, as in this case, the
surviving parent becomes the sole individual authorized to speak for the
child ....4
Moreover, the INS need not process an application "if they reflect that
the purported applicants are so young that they necessarily lack the
capacity to understand what they are applying for or, failing that, that the
applicants do not present an objective basis for ignoring the parents'
wishes.'" Also, the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child requires
state parties to:
take appropriate measures to ensure that a child who is seeking
refuge status or who is considered a refugee in accordance with
applicable international or domestic law and procedures shall,
whether unaccompanied or accompanied by his or her parents or by
any other person, receive appropriate protection and humanitarian
assistance in the enjoyment of applicable rights." 1
Capacity is important in determining a child's ability to make a claim, and
while Elian appeared "to be too young to raise an asylum claim on his own
behalf, if objective information demonstrates that there is an independent
basis for asylum, notwithstanding the father's stated interests, the INS
would be obliged to consider the claim." 2 On January 5, the INS
announced that Elian's father had the sole legal right to speak for his
child's immigration wishes and the boy should be returned to Cuba." 3 This
announcement resulted in a string of court cases that ultimately would
decide the child's fate.
All of the magazines contained very brief coverage of Elian Gonzalez,
at least when the news first broke. U.S. News & World Report began its
coverage on December 13, 1999, with an outline of the basic facts of the
event, but did not include an actual article until the December 20th

437.
438.
439.
440.
441.
442.

Id. at 517.
Id.
Id.
Murphy, supra note 435, at 519.
Id.
Id.

443. Id. at 521.
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edition. 4' "Smugglers stir up the troubled waters" was very brief, less than
a page, and summarized the situation."5 The article explains that in Miami
"Cuban exiles opposed returning the boy to the communist country." 6
Additionally, it made several references to immigration problems between
the two countries, for example, "[a]fter the massive exodus of 40,000
Cubans in 1994, the two countries signed an accord providing for the
return of Cubans found at sea."" 7 A 1996 law, the Cuban Adjustment Act,
"still allows Cubans reaching U.S. shores to receive automatic
residency." The article focused principally on U.S. municipal law.
On December 13, 1999, Time included a brief article about Elian
Gonzalez with practically no reference to international law. The closest
statement explained that Cuba "wants Washington to end the 'wet feet, dry
feet' rules that allow any Cuban who makes it to the U.S. soil to be eligible
for refugee status, while those intercepted by the Coast Guard are sent
back." 449
Similarly, Newsweek began its coverage of the Elian Gonzalez issue on
December 13, 1999, with a brief article that ignored international law.45
A December 20th article included very brief references, for example,
"Elian's future should be settled in U.S. courts under U.S. law.. ." and
"the Gonzalez family filed a petition with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service seeking political asylum for Elian.""45 They did
note that that Elian's mother's voyage "violated immigration rules agreed
452
to by Washington and Havana.',
The Economist included a news brief of a few sentences in its
December 11, 1999 issue mentioning that the Elian Gonzalez affair
"threatened a 1994 agreement aimed at discouraging migration from the
island [Cuba]."43 Another article provided an explanation that Fidel Castro
"fumes that the United States' immigration laws, which give Cubans who
reach American soil automatic residency, fuel this risky trade." ''3 Castro
444. Ricardo Castillo & Abby Belier, A Case for King Solomon; Shaken, Not Stirred
Transitions, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Dec. 13, 1999, available at http://www.usnews.com/
usnews/politics/whispers/articles/991213/archive_003885.htn.

445. Id.
446. Linda Robinson, Smugglers Stir Up Troubled Waters, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Dec.
20, 1999, at 39.

447. Id.
448. Id.
449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.

Tim Padgett, War Over a Poster Boy, TIME, Dec. 13, 1999, at 68.
The Americanization of a 'Miracle Body,' NEWSWEEK, Dec. 13, 1999, at 47.
Joseph Contreras et aL., A Little Boy in the Middle, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 20, 1999, at 29.
Id.
Politics This Week, ECONOMIST, Dec. 11, 1999, at 4.
The Americas, The Big Fight Over a Small Cuban, ECONOMIST, Dec. 11, 1999, at 33.
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also "accuse(d) the United States of breaking a 1994 agreement that was
supposed to discourage would-be migrants from risking their lives by
trying to reach Florida in flimsy rafts... under this, anyone intercepted by
coastguards at sea is supposed to be returned to the island.""
Maclean'scoverage, also very brief, began on December 20, 1999. The
only article referred mostly to American laws of custody and immigration.
President Clinton was quoted as saying, "the law will decide what is in the
best interests of the child."' 56 Overall the articles paid meager attention to
international law perhaps due to the esoteric nature of immigration law and
the apolitical nature of the fundamental issue.
M. Camp X-Ray--2002
After the events of September 11, 2001, the military operations in
Afghanistan and the capture of numerous Al Qaida and Taliban
individuals, a decision was made to transfer a number of the detainees to
Camp X-Ray, a U.S. facility located at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.457 The
base was to serve as a temporary holding facility for Al Qaeda, Taliban
and other detainees that came under U.S. control during the war on
terrorism.45 Although Department of Defense officials stressed that the
conditions at Guantanamo would be humane and in accordance with the
Geneva Convention, the validity of that claim was questioned following
the release of pictures of the detainees at Camp X-Ray.459 The most
important international issue was the question of the legal status of the
detainees, with many feeling the detainees should be granted the status of
Prisoners of War (POWs). '
The American Journalof InternationalLaw dealt with the matter in
some detail:
The administration's position encountered considerable criticism
from European allies and from some scholars of international law.
Moreover, U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell soon requested that
the position be reconsidered, noting that Afghanistan was
recognized as a state by the United Nations (and by the United

455. Id.
456. Amiel, supra note 434, at 19.
457. DecisionNot to RegardPersons Detainedin Afghanistan as POWs, 96 AM. J. INT'L L.
475 (2002) [hereinafter Decision].
458. GlobalSecurity.org, Guantanamo Bay-Camp X-Ray, at GlobalSecurity.org/military/

facility/guantanamo-bayx-roy.htm.
459. Id.
460. Id.
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States) throughout the conflict, and that the Third Geneva
Convention provides prisoner-of-war status to "[m]embers of
regular armed forces who profess allegiance to a government or an
authority not recognized by the Detaining Power."'
The United States refused this designation, instead referring to the men as
illegal combatants 2 The U.S. position vacillated offering different
explanations including that "the Third Geneva Convention could not apply
to members of a nonstate organization."
U.S. News & World Report did not have any coverage of Camp X-Ray
in its magazine during the time period of two weeks examined in this
study. Time began its coverage on January 28, 2002. The article gives a
rather detailed description of the international legal issues involved in this
event:
At the heart of the matter is a question of legality. The Pentagon has
resisted calling the detainees prisoners of war, preferring the terms
unlawful combatants or battlefield detainees. It's easy to see why.
Under the Geneva Convention, those holding true POWs are bound
to release them at the end of hostilities; but that is the last thing the
U.S. wants to do with men who may be al-Qaeda operatives.
Moreover, by convention (though the law seems murky here)
POWs don't need to tell their captors anything other than their
name, rank, serial number and birthday. But for Washington, the
whole point of the detention is to conduct interrogations and thus
head off new acts of terrorism.
The Geneva Convention does contemplate that some irregular
forces captured in battle need not be considered POWs. That may
well apply to members of al-Qaeda, a free-floating band of
terrorists. But not all of those at Gitmo are al-Qaeda men... Are
they POWs? Washington says no, because the Taliban had no clear
chain of command and was not a legitimate government. That may
be so; unfortunately, as Amnesty International has pointed out,
under the Geneva Convention the Pentagon has no business making
such a determination. Those who fall into the enemy's hands are

461. Decision,supra note 457, at 477.
462. GlobalSecurity.org, supra note 458.
463. Decision,supra note 457, at 477.
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entitled to POW status until a "competent tribunal" has determined
4
their status. In the case of those in Cuba, that hasn't happened.
This explanation was one of the most comprehensive and accurate of any
of the events in this study. Unfortunately, Newsweek and Maclean's
included no coverage of Camp X-Ray during the time period of this
analysis.
The Economist began its detailed coverage on January 19, 2002. Its
articles outlined the international legal issues beginning with a quotation
from Mary Robinson, the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights,
wherein she said "there are international legal obligations that should be
respected." ' According to the Economist, Camp X-Ray is "a case study
in the difference between Europeans, concerned for international treaties,
and Americans, keener on action and national security." 6 Once again, the
issue of POW status is brought up, as the article states, "The Pentagon
fears that to classify detainees as prisoners-of-war would prevent it
The prisoners would be obliged to give only name,
interrogating them ....
rank and serial number-and if they were grilled further, America would
be in breach of the Geneva Convention." 7 The article further stated that
the conventions "do allow further questioning" and they only outlaw "the
use and threat of violence-but that is outlawed anyway by custom and
American law." 8
The article included the comment that "some Americans worry that the
Geneva Conventions would also make it impossible to use the new
military tribunals, with their greater guarantees against leaking sensitive
information." 9 The views of legal experts were presented. Ruth
Wedgwood, a professor of international law at the John Hopkins School
of Advanced International Studies, pointed out that "the conventions not
only permit trials, they seem to prefer military ones, even if held in
' The Pentagon was also concerned about two other issues:
secret."47
First the treatment of prisoners-of-war under the Geneva
Conventions does, it argues, raise genuine security worries. The
conventions specify that prisoners must be given things like mess

464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.
470.

Michael Elliott, Camp X-Ray, TIME, Jan. 28, 2002, at 32, 33-34.
A Transatlantic Rift, ECONOMIST, Jan. 19, 2002, at 26.
Id.
Id. at 27.
Id.
Id.
A Transatlantic Rift,supra note 465.
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kits ... The other worry is that by making detainees "prisoners of
war," the Pentagon will limit the sorts of indictments it can bring.
As Ms. Wedgwood argues, the term implies that responsibility for
what would normally be crimes is shifted to the state you are
fighting for. The prisoners are not personally guilty of military
actions and deaths; so they are treated generously under the
conventions, and usually released when hostilities stop. If America
applied this principle to al-Qaeda detainees (who are not soldiers of
a state, and do not abide by the rules of war), it would not, on the
face of it, be able to indict them for attacking military targets or
American soldiers.4 "
The explanation of international law in the Economist continued on
January 26, 2002. The article was brief but contained substantive

discussions of international legal issues. These addressed the accusations
made by other countries of torture by Americans at Camp X-Ray stating
"[s]o far, the accusation of torture is, to put it mildly, unsubstantiated. The
photographs themselves show prisoners in transit, where restraints are
legal under any number of international conventions."' 72 A more serious
criticism was "that the prisoners are not being accorded proper legal
status" and that the Pentagon's category of "unlawful combatants" is not
found in international law.473 According to the article:
The attacks on New York and Washington were acts of war by any
normal definition. So was the conflict in Afghanistan . . .
International law gives POWs special protection on the grounds that
the responsibility for soldiers' actions rests with the state they are
fighting for. Al-Qaeda is not a state... But the same would not
Unlike their alapply to any Taliban fighters in Guantanamo Bay.474
Qaeda comrades, they surely deserve POW status.
The article compared the activities at Camp X-Ray to the previous case of
Lori Berenson, who in 1996 was found guilty by a military court in Peru
of belonging to a terrorist group. 47" The U.S. State Department complained
that her trial was "without sufficient guarantee of due process," adding that
"proceedings in these military courts and those for terrorism in civilian

471. Id.
472. UnitedStates: The prisonersdilemma; Lexington, ECONOMIST, Jan. 26, 2002, at 32.
473. Id.
474. Id.
475. Id.
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courts do not meet internationally accepted standards of openness, fairness
' Of course, the difference was that Ms. Berenson was
and due process."47
American. Overall, the Economist provided an excellent analysis of the
international legal aspects of the events at Camp X-Ray.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This work is a response to an oft-stated, but never proven, hypothesis:
the mass media have failed fundamentally in reporting about international
law. We began by analyzing several possible theories of the media that
might be applicable to international law issues. Our analysis of thirteen
events over fifty years provides a mixed record when it comes to coverage
of international law. Although the magazines often give extensive
coverage, frequently as much as twenty pages during the two-week
"window," often references to international law, if any, are superficial and
poorly explained.
The following table provides a general overview of findings so that
broad trends and patterns will be clearer. First, the quantity of each
magazine's coverage is assessed, that is, the number of pages devoted to
the international event. Magazines are given a high (H), medium (M), or
low (L) rating depending on the amount of coverage with "H"
corresponding to more than fifteen pages, "M" to seven to fifteen pages,
and "L"to six or fewer pages of coverage. Second, the magazines are rated
according to the quality of their coverage.
The first conclusion from the table is that there is little or no correlation
between the amount and the quality of coverage. For example, the
magazines all receive low ratings for the quality of coverage of the
invasion of Hungary in 1956, yet Time and US. News and World Report
have high ratings for quantity, while Newsweek and the Economist
received a medium rating. The lack of correlation between quantity and
quality can also be seen in the coverage of the U-2 spyplane event and the
invasion of Panama. A negative relationship seems to exist with the
coverage of Camp X-Ray. Although Time and the Economist receive low
ratings for quantity, both did relatively well for quality. Minimal coverage
does not necessarily mean that the coverage is substantively poor. For
example, the Economist provided just several pages of coverage but
touched on the most important aspects of international law involved in the
event. The coverage that did exist included many detailed references to
international law such as explanations of the status of prisoners of war

476. Id.
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(POWs), the U.N. Commission for Human Rights, and the treatment of
POWs. The Economist covered every applicable international law issue
involved in Camp X-Ray without needing many pages to do so.
None of the five magazines did a consistently better job in terms of
quality. Although the Economist contained exceptional coverage of some
events, such as the Suez Canal Crisis, the Korean War, the invasion of the
Falklands, and Camp X-Ray, the magazine contained little or no legal
coverage of events such as the Cod War, the invasion of Hungary, or the
Bay of Pigs crisis. Neither is it clear that the Economist's coverage was
dependant on how salient the event was for the United Kingdom. This
absence of a salience explanation seemed to hold for all the magazines.
Although, in general, U.S. News and World Report contained the poorest
quality coverage of international legal issues, the magazine consistently
rated below the others in coverage, with the exception of the Bay of Pigs
and the Six Day War. Time and Newsweek are relatively comparable in
terms of the quality of coverage but inconsistent across issues. Maclean's
contains no coverage of some of the events, and little of others, and
usually ranks below the other magazines when coverage is provided.
Although there seems to be little pattern to which magazine had the
highest quality of coverage of an event, several events seemed to have
been handled especially badly. For example, most magazines were rated
"L"for the invasion of Hungary, North Korean seizure of the Pueblo, the
Cod War, and the Elian Gonzalez issue. In the instance of the invasion of
Hungary, the coverage tended to concentrate on military details and the
violence of the invasion, confirming the theory that the media concentrate
on sensational details in order to increase readership. In Pueblo, poor
coverage might be attributable to the paucity of information. For the Cod
War and the Elian Gonzalez issues, there appears to be no evident
explanation for the poor quality.
Time and Newsweek both range widely on both dimensions. On the
other hand, the Economist tends to provide less coverage, but more often
high quality. For example, although the Economist contained fewer than
six pages of coverage of Camp X-Ray, the articles were extremely detailed
and covered many issues of international law, earning the magazine the
highest rating. The idea of Canadian's being a committed internationalist
is challenged by Maclean's coverage that is undistinguished along both
dimension.
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Another perspective on the quality can be seen by computing the
average score for each magazine for each event covered.4" The scores
below were calculated by assigning a value 1.0 for a "L" rating, 2.0 for a
"M" rating, and 3.0 for a H" rating:
U.S. News & World Report
Time
Newsweek
Maclean's
Economist

1.4
1.7
1.8
1.4
1.7

One has to be careful not to make too much from relatively small
differences. It is reasonable to conclude that three magazines, Time,
Newsweek, and the Economist,did relatively better. Also noteworthy is the
fact the Economist did so via a less consistent route, that is, many low
scores along with the highest number of high scores. 78
Although we have uncovered huge variations in the quality of
coverage, the media fall far short in explaining international law to a mass
audience. Why is this the case? Do the media simply not understand
international law? Do the media not think the public cares about
international law? Political scientist, Stuart Taylor
identified a fundamental problem for a market-driven media,
namely that international affairs have never been a priority for the
American public except when there is a great crisis such as
Vietnam. Stressing that any worthwhile journalistic institution is
not only in the business of making money, he nonetheless observed
that readers
have not yet wanted much international law
47 9
coverage.

While Lucy Reed and others4"' rendered a valuable service in focusing
attention on the issue of media coverage of international law, their basic
conclusion is not supported by this research. International law often is
covered, sometimes pretty well. Especially for those of us for whom
international law is a major part of our professional lives, it seems
international law is neglected, oversimplified or ignored entirely. Three

477. Maclean'sprovides coverage of only five events whereas most of the other magazines
covered all thirteen.
478. In other words, the Economist's scores had a high standard deviation.
479. Reed, supranote 1, at 218.
480. Id.
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points are germane. The first is comparative; is international law any more
neglected than myriad other areas? We believe international law is vital,
but it is not the only game in town. Health care professionals criticize the
coverage given to unhealthy behavior such as smoking and obesity. Our
concern probably should be more with the quality than the quantity of
coverage; but, if quantity is zero, quality is a moot point. Among
international law experts, the feeling persists that the media do much too
little in helping to deliver a vital message to the public.
Is the task especially daunting for international law? People on the
streets of Peoria may be generally disposed against things international in
addition to which international law seems dry, jargon-ridden and, most
importantly, not pertinent to their lives. One would hope that terrorism, the
globalizing economy, and the war in Iraq would make knowledge of
international law essential for U.S. citizens and make them more receptive
to media coverage of international law; it might be too much to ask that
they demand more coverage in the marketplace of ideas. While their views
may be extreme and their focus consumed by Iraq, Howard Freil and
Richard Falk made an important point:
This American disposition to pursue foreign policy free from the
constraints of international law has grown dramatically since
September 11 . . . (and) lends urgency to the existence of an
informed citizenry that believes in the need for its government to
respect international law, especially when it comes to matters of
war and peace. Such a vigilant citizenry depends on appropriate
public education and awareness. It is here that the news media in
the United States bear such a heavy responsibility, which it has
shirked to date... 4 s1
Unfortunately there appears to be no simple and effective way to improve
media coverage of international law. It hardly is surprising that the matter
of informing the public about international law was a concern long even
before the events covered in this study. The Annual Meeting of the
American Society of International Law held in May 1940 included a
speech by Secretary of State Cordell Hull:
Upon those who are devoted to the improvement and application of
international law there devolves a special duty, he said, to make the
significance of international law a living reality in the mind and
heart of every American, and at the same time, of persistently
481. FRIEL & FALK, supra note 2, at 1-2.
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searching for the ways and means of strengthening the structure of
international law and of making more effective the translation of its
principles into firmly established international practice.'" 2
The pessimist might say that things are worse than sixty-six years ago
when at least the United States generally was considered to be a strong
proponent of international law. Real progress on this issue must come from
a combination of more enlighten media coverage and a better educated
public that will be receptive to such coverage. It seems almost irrefutable
that, if international law were taught better and more widely, media
coverage would be improved. However, there has been little systematic
attention to international law teaching in comparison to its importance and
to the amount of time professors devote to it. 83 The comprehensive view
of teaching advocated Judge Manfred Lachs should be widely embraced,
for example, his vivid description of "outer ripples" that go far beyond
normal "pedagogical activity."
Our examination of the coverage in the five news magazines does
suggest ways in which international law scholars might be more effective.
First, try to resist the two barriers most often erected when the media seek
information: the subject matter is too complex for a lay audience and this
issue or concept cannot possible be explained in a brief article or
interview. The international law professorate must be willing to be
available and to explain concepts and principles, multiple times if
necessary, in Judge Jessup's words we "are under an obligation to their
profession to keep asking the simple questions which one might put to a
beginners' class." ' 5

482. George Finch, Editorial Comment, the Annual Meeting ofthe Society, 34 AM. J. INT'L L.

306 (1940).
483. The two principal professional organizations for international law, the International Law
Association (ILA) and the American Society of International Law (ASIL), pay relatively little
attention to teaching. The ILA has had a Committee on the Teaching of International Law for
almost a decade. The structure of the ILA means that teaching will be the focus of a major session
at each biennial meeting. Teaching usually does not figure prominently in ASIL Annual Meetings.
The last plenary session that featured teaching was in 1991. Roundtable on the Teaching of
InternationalLaw, 85 A.S.I.L. PROC. 102-24 (1991). The prominent role given to teaching was due
in part to insistence of one of the co-chairs of the meeting, John Gamble. In fairness to ASIL, they
have published two books about international teaching. JOHN GAMBLE, TEACHINo INTERNATIONAL
LAW IN THE 1990S (1992); John Gamble & Christopher Joyner, Teaching International Law:
Approaches and Perspectives, A.S.I.L. BULL. No. 11 (1997).
484. MANFRED LACHS, THE TEACHER ININTERNATIONAL LAw 167 (1982).
485. Philip C. Jessup, In Support ofInternational Law, 34 AM. J. INT'L L. 506, 507 (1940).
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There are several ways, some subtle, in which scholars might be able
to increase the quality of media coverage. First, accept the need for Trojan
Horses, that is, seizing opportunities to explain important legal concepts
by using events that command public attention, for example, the Pueblo
and the law of the sea. When trying to educate the media, some delicate
balances must be struck. We need to be flexible, not pedantic, accepting
minor imprecision while acting quickly to correct important errors. The
war in Iraq provides a good example, not withstanding the fact some might
find this a desperate attempt to find a silver lining. As we saw from the
example of Camp X-Ray, there was considerable discussion of the
"Geneva Convention" or "Conventions" some of it quite insightful. A
common reaction of experts is to reel at the fact often it is reported that a
"country is signatory to the Geneva Convention." Anyone with even a
basic knowledge of international law would see the error and almost cringe
at this working pointing out that it should have been "the state is party to
the Geneva Convention." We should not be so picky. However, we should
make it absolutely clear that "convention" means treaty and that treaties
create clear, solemn obligations. Since the denotative meaning of
"convention" is very different from its use in international law, we suspect,
but cannot prove, that a large portion of the American population has no
idea that the "Geneva Conventions" are treaties.
Further, also perhaps an attempt to find silver linings amongst Iraqexacerbated clouds, the media must do a better job putting international
law, particularly violations, into clearer perceptive. While there are
violations, some egregious, as Professor Henkin has reminded us "almost
all nations observe almost all principles of international law and almost all
of their obligations almost all of the time.48 6 The media should assist on
making it clear that, while there are treaty violations, most of the fifty
thousand treaties in force today are followed to the letter. Of course, the
headline-grabbing violations are more likely to attract media attention so
perhaps the most we can hope for is some acknowledgment of the rarity
of such occurrences.
There are problems with media converge of international law; it is
unquestionably important that these problems be addressed. International
law professionals be they professors or practitioners should assume more
responsibility in this regard and do so on a sustained basis. Instead often
it seems in, in Jessup's words, "the uninformed lay opinion which denies
the existence of international law is frequently supported by international
lawyers themselves."487 It is not enough to shout "ignorance" in response
486. LouIs HENKIN, How NATIONS BEHAVE: LAW AND FOREIGN PoLicY 47 (2d ed. 1979).
487. Jessup, supra note 485, at 505.
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to a callow article in Time. Professional associations should do much more
to bring international law to the attention of the mass media; much of their
effort seems half-hearted. In the final analysis, international law exists
because it can guide state behavior in enlightened, peaceful directions.
This guidance requires the understanding of government officials and the
general public both of whom rely on the media for much of their
information.
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